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'Thus those unable to understand the dangers inherent in employing troops are equally
unable to understand the advantageous ways of doing so."

- SUN TZU (appro*. 500 B.CJ
The Art of War

1.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
COMPUTER AMBUSH is a simulation of squad versus squad
combat in France during World War 11. The game scale is3 meters
per square and one second per 10 Lime points,

Vou will notice while reading the rules that we do not divulge alt

of Lhe mathematics hehind the game. We have done this inten-
tionally in order to create as much uncertainty as possible in lhe
players minds. By playing the game many times, you will begin
to get a feel for what to expect, but you wi ll never know forsure
Thus we have here a game that truly creates the ' fog of war".

1*1 Parts Inventory
A. Box

B. Rule Book
C. 5V*-inch f(ame disk

D. Two Mapboard Cards
E. l\vo Squad Cards
F. Two Grease Pencils

1.2 Mapboard Codes

First letter of last name of a friendly soldier

*- An American soldier as seen by the German
player

— A German soldier as seen by the American
Jl player

- An enemy soldier in shock \50 or more wound
points I

An enemy soldier thai is dead 193 wound points)

^^^m vvaii Interior of a building

! - Window Robbk

^^^B Door A Statue

tf\w\NMM Hedge

1*3 Passwords
At the start of each game both players will be required to enter
a five-character password. It is important thai each player keep
his password to himself This will ensure that secret information
held by the computer is given only to the appropriate player.

1.4 Saving a Game or a Squad
A decision m usl be made at the end of each turn whether or not
to "save" the game. Saving a game allows you to restart the game
at a later date from the point at which you left off. You are also
given the opportunity to 'save' a squad of soldiers with non-
standard names and characteristics (see seelions 13 and 14).

Saving a squad allows you to use the same non-standard
soldiers in more than one game. In order to saveJ a game or a
squad, you must first initialize' a SAVE disk. This means that

you MUST have a pre- initialized disk available before you start

any game you think you might want to save (see section 14).

1,5 Mapboard Coordinates
To read the map coordinates, first read the column number and
then the row number, Example: t he statue is on column 30 and
row 43, and thus it is in square 3043.

1*6 Setting Up the Game
To prepare for play, refer to the game scenarios Us ted in section
16. This section describes the 12 different COMPLETERAMBUSH
Raines available, includingthe objectives for both players. If this

is your first game, we suggest that you play the NCO training
scenario while reading the rest of the rules,

1.7 Talking to the Computer
After a command is given to lhe computer terminate the
command by pressing the "RETURN'' key. The return key is

indicated in the rulebookby the symbol "(CRT which stands for
carriage return. This rulebook is intended for use with both the
Apple and Atari versions of COMPUTER AMBUSH, w hich are
essentially identical. Nevertheless, there are editing features in
the two computers which necessitate different descriptions in
three sections: section 1,7, section 13.1, and section 13.2.

1,7-1 Apple Version
If you make a mistake while entering a command, you may use
the "back arrow" to go backwards, then type over the mistake.
NOTE: Ifyou are playing on the Apple fie computer, keep the
"CAPS LOCK key pressed down.

1.7,2 Atari Version
If you make a mistake while entering a command, you may
use the "DELETE" key to erase the Last character typed. The
"shift-DELETE" key will erase all characters typed since the
last \CR\. COMPUTER AMBUSH does not allow more than 10
characters lo be typed at one lime. Inverse characters are never
allowed; lowercase letters are allowed only when changing
your soldiers' names Isee section 13.2 2).

2.0 GETTING STARTED
To begin playing, insert the COMPUTER AMRUSH diskette into

the drive and turn on your computer, fn a few seconds, an
American and a German soldier will be displayed on your
screen. Press any key to start the game.

2.1 Menu Options
Vou will be asked to choose one of lour options from a listed

menu. These options are: it perform disk management (section

14) , 2 J generate a squad of soldiers fsection 13), 3) start a new
ga me> and 4 J restart an old game. Ifyou choose either ofthe first

two options, you will later return 10 the menu, allowing you to

start a game if you desire. However, if you choose options 3) or
4), you will begin playing COMPUTER AMBUSH and will not
return to the menu. This means that you cannot initialise a SAVE
disk nor generate a non-standard squad of soldiers after a game
has begun. Ifyou choose to start a new game, you will enter the

Scenario Selection Phase,
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2.Z Scenario Selection Phase
The purpose of this phase of COMPUTER AMBUSH is lo allow

you to select the game you wish to play. This phase wilt be

executed only once at the beginning of each new name. You u ill

choose from a selection of five solitaire scenarios or seven two
player gainer see section 1G). If this is a two-player game, the

lwro players must decide who will play each side and enter pass-

words when asked The pi averts) will then sclccl his squad of

soldiers l with either standard ur nun-standard soldier charac-

teristics) and place them on the map. Kach player will also choose

to either accept the standard weapon a tlueation (section 11.1}, or

to allocate weapons lo his soldiers himself This ^ives a player

the opportunity to match weapons according to the strengths

and weaknesses uf his soldiers, and can often mean I he differ-

ence between victory and defeat. Yun may ^cl a "hard- copy" list-

ing of your squad's characteristics and weapons distribution if

you desire land if you have a printer! J.

2.3 Sound or Silence?
After the game scenario has been chosen, the computer will ask

ifyou desire to play a quiet game or a game with sound effects. If

you play a game with sound, the computer will play
Jmusic h

whenever introducing a new phase of the game, and voice its

dissatisfaction on input errors. f\'()TE: this (uwstinn fines not

refer to battlefield sounds see srrtton 3.3'. \ quiet game will

let you play late at night without disturbing I pick one) parents,

rooimnatels), or spouse!

2.4 mind or t'nlimiled Sight?
You must also choose whether yuu will play a blind' or an
unlimited game In simplest terms an unlimited game means
thai the American player can see all the German soldiers in the

game, and the German player can see all the American soldiers

in the game. A blind game, on the other hand, is more 'true-to-

life', since a player will see only those enemy soldiers that his

own soldiers see The factors which determine whether an

enemy soldier is seen or not during a blind game are described

in section 10. A blind game clearly adds to the challenge of

COMPUTER AMBUSH,
iXOlE: All solitaire games pfayed at skiif level three are blind

(sec seelion Wt.

2.5 How Many Time t'oinla?

The last question you must resolve in the Scenario Selection

Phase is the number of lime points you wish to simulate during

the First turn. You may choose any number of time points

between 1 and 250 (that is, between 0,1 and 25 seconds). The
computer will also ask this question at the end of each turn.

3.0 SEQUENCE. OF PLAY
COMPUTER AMBUSH is played in a series of turns until one or

both sides have completed their missions or until one side is

totally destroyed. Each turn follow s a standard pattern of phases.

3.1 American Order Entry Phase
During this phase the American player may give orders to his

soldiers (section 5), obtain a status report about a soldier

tsection Gi, obtain the characteristics of his squad, or get a view

of the mapboard. Kach time an order is wrillen, the estimated

time and energy required to execute that order will be subtracted

from the total available to that soldier Thus you will have

a fairly good idea of what your soldier can accomplish during

this turn, tt is always possible during this phase to change the

orders given to your men. No orders are final until die player

ends the phase.

3.2 German Order Enlry Phat*e
The drrman player gives orders to his soldiers. If you are

playing a solitaire game, the computer will give orders to the

German soldiers.

3.3 Computer Resolution Phase
During this phase the computer executes the orders given b\ the

players. The computer resolve* all uf the action with total

simultaneity. (If your soldier has greater dexterity and intelli-

gence than his opponent, be will Fire ihe first shot, unless he has

a rifle vs. a machine gon, etc. I The computer will first ask ifyou

want to hear the sounds of battle (gunfire, hand grenade

explosions, screams, etc.) or the sounds of silence. Opting for

sound effects will cause the Computer Resolution Phase to take

longer, since the computer can't process the orders you have

given your soldiers while it is producing sounds

3-4 American Report Phase
During this phase the American player may view a movie' ofthe

events of the turn just completed. The movie will show the

movements of soldiers across the mapboard as well as any fire

and explosives attacks that lake place. By displaying the I Auction

during this phase the player will see the location of all soldiers

that were spotted at any time during the turn, even if they were

subsequently lost. By displaying the iMfap, the player will see

the final location of all the soldiers that he can see. "1 he player

may also obtain the characteristics of his squad during this phase.

3.5 German Report Phase
The German player is allowed to see the results of the turn just

completed*

3.6 Save Game Phase
This phase marks ihe end nf ihe current turn. Et is at this time

that you can save the game in progress for resumption at a later

time The computer will also ask you how many lime points you

wish to simulate on the next turn.

3.7 Repeal steps 3,1 3-6 until a victor is declared.

4.0 SOLDIER CHARACTERISTICS
COMPUTER AMBUSH is a game dealing w ith individual combat,

and, because uf this yuu will need to familiarize yourself with

the characteristics of voin num. T hese characteristics should be

carefully considered as you deploy and use your troops. You can

find the standard characteristics of each man on the squad

cards provided with the game. You are also given the opportuni ly

to have the computer generate a random set of characteristics

|,:r vo.ii -Mh;in , srr serf ton I he tot Urn in- is a discussion of

what each characteristic represents and how it is used in the

^ame. NOTE: The abilities listed in 4.3 -4.10 are on a scale ofl

10, with ! usually meaning 10% and 10 usually meaning 100%,

4*1 Rank
The ranks of the soldiers are as follows: sergeant Isgt), corpora)

icpl?. private first class hpfcl. and private ipvtl for the American s.

and feldwebel lfw) r unteroffizier iuol obergefreiter log), and

ftefreiter igfi for the Germans. The highest ranking soldier in a

squad is considered tube the squad leader. Thus when Padooka

is used in a game he is the American squad leader. If he

becomes dead or in shock, then the next higher ranking soldier

will assume squad leader status. For example, if all ten soldier's

were being used and Padooka and Richfield were both in shock,

then Bastinelli would become the American squad leader. The
squad leader has an effect on the command control ratings

tsection K*7i of the other soldiers in the squad. Also, higher

ranking soldiers will usually have higher command control

ratings.

4.2 Name
Each friendly soldier is represented on the screen by the first

letter of his last name This letter is also used by the player to

indicate lo the computer which soldier is being referred to for

order writing or status checks



4.3 Body Weight
This characteristic is the weight of each soldier. Each unit of

body weight is equal to 10 kg (22 IbsJ.

4.4 Physical Strength
Hit? number in the physical strength column is the percentage
of a soldier s own body weight that he can carry. This charac-
teristic is used In determine the amount of endurance and
I'licr^v points the soldier receives at the beginning ofeach turn.
The higher a soldier s strength the more he will be able to do
before he becomes fatigued.

4.5 Intelligence/Com hat Reflexes
The combination uf intelligence, training and combat experience
is represented by this figure. The higher a man s intelligence

reflexes the faster that man will execute his orders. Thus a man
with high intelligence will take less lhan the normal amount of

lime points to carry out his orders, while a man with low
intelligence will use more time points to execute the same order.

4*6 Dexterity
This characteristic reflects the solder's ability fn move swjfMv.
As with intelligence, the higher a soldiers dexterity, the less

lime points the soldier will use when executing his orders.

4.7 Power of Observation
The combination of a soldier's hasi< aw anmess and his evesight,

this figure is used by the computer to determine whether a man
spots enemy soldiers in his field of vision {see section 10,3).

4.8 Throwing Marksmanship
This characteristic represents the soldier's ability to throw
a grenade. A high marksmanship rating will increase the
accuracy of the throw.

4.9 Firing VI arks*ma os hip
This characteristic represents the soldier s ability to hit a lai get

with his fire weapon. A rating of G would indicate thai the

soldier has a G0% chance of hitting the target before accounting
for the accuracy of the weapon being fired, defensive terrain, etc.

4.10 Ability in Hand to-Hand Combat
A soldier's basic ability in hand-to-hand combat.

4. It Demolitions Expert
fcven though any soldier may carry the plastic explosive, only
one soldier per squad has enough expertise in explosives to

qualify as a demolitions expert, and therefore has the ability to

detonate a plaslic explosive safely. However, if the demolitions
expert is dead or in shock, then the squad Leader may attempt to

detonate the plastic explosive (see section 12. ?L In the standard
squads, the American and German demolitions experts are
Cheng and Wagner, respectively. If you use a compuler-
generated squad, you decide which soldier is your demolitions
expert. Hera use you may also allocate weapons to your soldiers
Section j j.', it is possible to start a game with a demolitions
expert, but not have a plastic explosive; or have a plastic

explosive, bul not have a demolitions expert. In the latter case,
the squad leader could .slh nipi lo detonate the plastic explosive
'.see sections LL2 and 12, fk

5.0 ORDERS: WHAT THEY ARE AND
HOW TO USE THEM

During each players order entry phase, the player may order his
soldiers to perform a combination of tasks. Each soldier begins
every turn with a number of energy and lime points. The energy
and lime points required lo perform a task are given on the
squad card. These c6stfl are the cost for an average soldier ithat
is, a soldier who rales 5 in all categories J. When a player writes
an order for one of his soldiers, ihe soldier's energv and time

points will be displayed on the screen. After each order is given,

energy and time points required to complete the order will be
subtracted and new totals will be displayed on the screen. This
allows a player to monitor the approximate number of orders
bis soldier can accomplish during ihe current turn. iThe
number is approximate 1 because factors which affect Ihe time
required to execule an order may change during I be computer
resolution phase. J The computer reserves an identical amount
ofspace to store each suldiei^s orders. A player may continue lo

write orders fur a soldier until that space is filled. This means
that a soldier may receive further orders even though his lime

and/or energy fall below zero.

5.1 Execution of Orders / Insufficient Time
Uuring the computer resolution phase, a soldier will execute
the orders given to him in the order entry phase provided thai

he has the requisite time and or energy ,Vf;77v t his assumes,
of course r that your soldier was not shot, forced to defend
himselffrom a charging enemy, efrJ If a soldier does not have
sufficient time to execute an order during the computer
resolution phase, the computer will advise the player during
Ihe next order entry phase on how much additional lime is

required to execute lhal order 'see section G.tt)f. The player may
then choose to either II write INfew orders, 2) iUcave the
current orders, or 31 (Antach new orders. If IN)ew orders are
written, the old orders list is obi iterated II you (L leave The

orders list as is, the soldier will conlinue lo complete the
original se t oforde rs du r i ng the subsequent compu te r resotut ion
phase . Tf a player chooses to (Attach new orders, the player can
append new orders to the first order in the list fthat is. only the

first order in the list is kept*. This option allows a player lo alter

his strategy withoul 'wasting' the lime already spent by the
soldier in 'partially' executing an order.

5.2 Execution of Orders / Insufficient Energy
A soldier cannot execute an order in the computer resolution

phase if he has insufficient energy- lo do so. Whenever this

occurs, the soldiei 's orders list is cleared and he will be unable
to do anything more until he regains additional energy at the

beginning of the next I urn 'set- section ti.fiA El is usually poor
strategy lor a player to drive his soldiers so hard that Ihev
become completely fatigued Obviously, such *n[diers .ire

extremely vulnerable.

5.3 Execution of Orders / Redundant Orders /

Impossible Orders
Ihe computer will not allow a player to write obviously
'redundant' orders during ihe order en try phase. For example, a

soldier who is already sneaking, cannot be given another
sneaking begin' command. Nevertheless, circumstances may
occur during Ihe computer resolution phase which makes a

legitimate order, redundant ur impossible to execule. For
example, a soldier fell prone afler being wounded by enemy
gunfire; an order lo have him fall down would obviously be
redundant. As another example, a soldier is ordered to pick up a

rifle in the square in which he is standing; however, there is no
rifle in the square. Clearly, this order is impossible to execute In

such circumstances ihe computer ignores Ihe redundant or

impossible order, and executes the next order on the list. Except
for the Gel' (section and the 'Load' commands 'sccimn jiv,-t

attempted execution of orders impossible to earn' out, do not
cost the soldier any time or energv points. The following is

a complete list of The orders that may he given.

5-4 MHdnm Move regular in direction rJ

d" for "n" squares
in mode "m", While moving regular a soldier will face in ihe

direction thai he is moving.

5.5 M Id nm Move irregular in direct ion "d" for "n" squares
in mode "m", While moving irregular a soldier will remain
faring in the same direction in which fie was lacing before the

movement order was given

3



5*6 SB - Sneaking begins. When given ihis order a soldier will

begin sneaking and will continue sneaking while executing

further orders until he fires a weapon or is given an SE order,

5.7 SE - Sneaking ends, When given this order a soldier will

stop sneaking

5-H PA Prepare auh ntKitir rifle sub machine gu u A soldier

given this order will uncling his automatic rifle sub-machine

gun and prepare il for usu. A soldier may not fire an unprepared
weapon nor may he lie use il in hand-to-hand c ombat

5.H PB Prepare bayonet. A soldier given this order nil]

attach his knife lo his rifle so il may be used as a bayonet in hand-

le-hand eombal

5.10 PF — Prepare fragment grenade. A soldier given this

order will poll out a hand grenade and place it in his hand so

thai he may throw il when so ordered.

5.11 PG - Prepare garotte When given this order a soldier

will poll out his garotte and prepare it for use,

5.12 PK - Prepare knife. When given this order the soldier

will pull out his knife and keep il in his hand ready for use,

5.13 PM - Prepare machine gun. A soldier given this order

will prepare his machine gun for use.

5*14 PP — Prepare plastic explosives. A soldier given this

order will prepare his plaslic explosives for use.

5.15 PR - Prepare rifle A soldier Riven this order will unsling

his rifle and prepare it for use.

5*16 LA — Load automatic rifle.sub-machine gun A soldier

given this order will load his automatic rifle/sub-machine gun

5*17 LM Load machine gun A soldier given this order will

load his machine gun.

5* IS LR — Load rifle. A soldier given this order will load

his rifle.

5.19 GA — Gel automatic rifle sub-machine gun A soldier

given I his order will pick up an automatic rifle sub-machine

gun if it is in the same square as the soldier, either on the

ground or carried by a soldier who is dead or in shock)*

5.20 GF - Get fragment grenade A soldier given this order

will pick up a hand grenade if it is in the same square as the

soldier.

5J21 GG - Get garotle When given Ihis order a soldier will

pick up a garotte that is in the same square as the soldier

5.22 GK — Gel knife When given this order a soldier will pick

up a knife thai lies in the same square as the soldier.

5.23 GM Gel machine gun. When given ihis order a soldier

will pick up a machine gun that lies in the same square as

the soldier.

5.24 GP Get plastic explosives. When given this order
a soldier will pick up a plastic explosive thai lies in the Mime
square as the soldier.

5*25 GR — Get rifle. A soldier given this order will pick up
a rifle that lies in the same square as the soldier.

5*26 DA — Drop automatic rifle, submachine gun A soldier

given this order will place an automatic rifle/sub-machine gun
On the ground.

5-27 DF - Drop fragment grenade. A soldier given this order

will drop an unprepared hand grenade.

5.28 DG Drop garotte. When given this order a soldier will

drop a garotte on the ground.

5.29 DK - Drop knife When given this order a soldier will

drop a knife on I he ground.

5*30 DM Drop machine gun When given this order

.1 soldier- will place a machine gun on the ground.

5.31 DP - Drop plastic explosive. When given ihis order a

soldier will place a plaslic explosive on the ground

5*32 DR - Drop rifle. When given this order a soldier will

place a rifle on the ground.

5.33 VSxxyy - Fire a single hurst at an enemy soldier in

square xxvy
r

r*.:t4 FAppll - rirc on any largel that enters Ihe area which
yon are facing, within 1t

J

lime points, hni only Ifthe percentage

chance of hilling the target is greater than 'pp' h\ orders mm
no| be given for less than 10 time points

5.35 HH - Engage in hand-to-hand combat A soldier given

Ihis command wili engage in hand-to-hand combat with any
enemy soldier in his square.

5.36 HJtt - Wail tt
J time points rtt' must be between 10 and

!Jii time points) for an enemy soldier to enter an adjacent square

and then jump to the square and engage io hand-to-hand

nimhiii with the enemy soldier.

5-37 EPttt Set your plastic explosives to explode in 'ttt' time

points and then place the explosives in the square you are

Currently in.

5.38 EFxxyy - Throw hand grenade lo square "xxyy". All

fragment grenades have an automatic fuse selling of U4 time

[joints, thus IJ4 lime points after the grenade lands in the target

square the grenade will explode

5.39 WAtt - Wait t? lime points before executing any further

orders. WA commands must be given for a I least 10 time points,

5.40 NL List the current orders lis) of the soldier you are

currently giving orders to. This order" gives a player an update

of the orders given lo a soldier. Additional orders may be given

to a soldier after an NL has been executed.

5.4 1 FSxxyyL - Same as FSxxyy except that the computer
displays the terrain multiplier used in determining the prob-

ability of hitting an enemy in the target square tsee section 10.4).

This is a special order designed to help novices understand the

effects nl lei rain. Thus, the computer will accept this ruder only

if von .3 re playing Ihe NCO Training' scenario or any level 1

solitaire game fsee section

5.42 NO - To end writing orders for a soldier.

6.0 STATUS REPORT
A stalos report for any friendly soldier is available at any time

during a player's order entry phase or repoii phase The report

contains informal ion on ihe current status of the soldier.

6*1 Wounds
The number ofwounds is the percent ofwounds received by the

soldier compared to die number of wounds needed to kill the

soldier. A I 50-98 the man is in shock and will accept no further

orders, A soldier is considered dead w hen his wounds reach 99.

1



Wounds effect the number of endurance points and energy
points rec Hived hy each soldier al the beginning of each turn.

6.2 Position
This is the \.y coordinates in which the soldier is currently

located i during the order entry phase this position is the

position as of the beginning of the turnJ.

6.3 Facing
This is direction in which the soldier is facing al the beginning
of the turn

TOP OF DISPLAY

«

\
7-*— soldier—

6 | 4

5

BOTTOM OF DISPLAY

In addition lo the 8 directions on the map a man may have
a facing of "0 JI or "9' J

. A "0" indicates that the soldier is scanning
in all 8 directions and a facing of **W* means that a soldier is in

hand-to-hand com hat and thus is too busy to look fur olher

enemy soldiers. The facing of a soldier determines who dial

soldier may see.

«*4 Posture
The letter indicates the posture of the soldier:

P — upright

P — prone

6,5 Sneaking
This indicates whether a soldier is sneaking

Y- Yea

N - No

Endurance
Endurance is a measure of how tired each soldier is. Each
soldier starts the game with endurance [joints W hen a

solder 's endurance reac hes (1 he is considered fatigued and may
not carry out any other orders until he has regained some of his

endurance. When a soldier executes an order a number ol

energy points is subtracted from his energy level and a propor-

tional number of endurance points are subtracted from his

endurance. Example: ifat soldier had 50 endurance points and
UM energy points at the beginning of a turn and he used 50
energy points during that turn, he would tose 25 endurance
points that turn. At the beginning ofeach game turn, all soldiers

gain back a number of endurance points proportional to their

strength and wounds.

El.7 Command Control
This number reflects the control a soldier has in understanding
and completing orders given him It hasa value between II. ] and
1,0. The squad leader's command conlm! rating depends on his

rank the percentage of friendly no Idlers he has line of sight to

.see Section tt)i, and the percentage of enemy soldiers he can
see The remaining soldiers of I he squad have command control

ratings that are dependent on 'in order of decreasing impor-
tance!: distance from the scjnad leader, the soldier s power of
observation, whether the squad leader has line of sight to the

soldier, and whether the soldier has line of sight to his squad
leader \ German soldiers command eontrnl rating will never
exceed his squad leader s rat ing: I his is not true for an American

soldier. A soldier s command control rating affects the amounl
of lime il takes for him to complete an order. A soldier far away
from his squad leader, IVn example will have a lowercommand
control rating and will execute fewer orders, than if the soldier

were closer to his squad leader.

6.8 Explosives
The explosives section of the status report lias Ihe capacity lo

show die status of up to H explosive weapons Raeh explosive

being carried by the soldier has a two-letter i identification

code. The first letter specifies whether the explosive is a

fragment grenade il or a plastic explosive j PI, The second letter

refers to whether I he explosive is prepared iV)or not prepared iN).

6.9 Other Weapons
The other weapons section of the status report has the capacity

to show the status of up to 5 other fire or hand-to~h<mri weapons.
isec section $.7for the weapon currying limits for each type of
weapon i. I'ach oiher weapon has a three letter identification

code. The first letter specifies the weapon type:

I.I*, ( ode Weapon
A Automatic rifle. sub machine gun

B Bayonet

G Garotte

K Knife

M Machine gun
H Kille

The second leller specifies whether the weapon is prepared IV!

or not prepared IN l. The third letter specifies wrhelher ihe

weapon is loaded Y or unloaded N If the weapon is a bayonel,

garotte, or knife it will not be given a third letter

ti< IO Current Order**
This is a list of the current orders given to a soldier. If a soldier

hat! insufficient time to execute an order during the last

Computer resolution phase, the time required to complete the

first order on the list will also be given.

6,11 Enemy Soldiers Sighted
If a "blind' fjame is in progress Isee section 2.4), the player also

learns the location of any enemy soldiers his friendly soldier

currently sees. For example, suppose a view of the mapboard
reveals an enemy soldier in square* a:v.V7 furthermore, suppose
six of your Iriendly soldiers have 1 he potential to see this enemy
soldier {see section You may find il advantageous to know
which of your soldiers see this enemy, or perhaps more
importantly, which lifanyl of your soldiers do not currently see

the enemy.

7.0 GET AND DROP ORDERS
Soldiers have the -ability lo drop and/or gel fi.a, pick upJ

weapons. Time and energy cosls required to drop and get

weapons are shown on the order summaiy chart. There are

limits on ihe number of weapons each soldier may early tsee

section S.7L Although the computer keeps a record of where all

dropped weapons are located, it does not divulge this informa-

tion to the playerrs). Thus, it is the player's responsibility to

remember where he had a soldier drop a weapon, if he later

intends lo have a soldier retrieve it. ^

7.1 Weapons on Ihe person of a soldier who is dead or in

shock are considered to he dropped weapons, Dropped weapons
may be picked up and used by soldiers from either side. All Get

Weapon' orders which cannot he executed because die weapon
is not present in the square, require 10 timepoints and 1 unit of

energy - the cost of 'searching' for the weapon. Uf a Get" order
cannot be executed due lo the weapon carrying limit, the order
is simply ignored, i



7.2 Each soldier is issued one Tire weapon (i.e., rifle, autorifle,

or machinegun) at the start of the game, A soldier who drops his

fire weapon will gain I point in dexterity (up to a maximum of 10

pointsf, allowing him to execute orders more rapidly. If the

soldier subsequently retrieves the dropped fire weapon, his

dexterity will decrease to the original level. Furthermore,
a soldier's dexterity will decrease by one point for each
additional fire weapon he acquires in excess of the one he
normally carries. Exception: If the additional ft re weapon is

a machine gun, the dexterity decreases by two poit\ts.

7.3 All weapons that are retrieved with a fiel command will be

in the unprepared/unloaded state after it is retrieved, The Get
command does not affect the status of I he currently prepared
weapon. The Drop command will affect the currently prepared
weapon only if the dropped weapon is the prepared weapon
An explosive weapon primed In explode is not considered a

dropped weapon, Example t: A soldier carrying a prepared
rifle as his only fire weapon executes a D/l idrop rifle), lie will

place his riflv on the ground and will not Imve a prepared
weapon. Example 2: A soldier carrying 4 hand grenades, arte of
whielt is prepared, executes a Of- (drop fragment grenade). He
wift pface an unprepared hand grenade on the ground. His
pn"pared weapon will stilt be a fragment grenade.

8.0 MOVING YOUR SOLDIERS
All movement orders use the format Midnm.
M - Indicates movement order

x — Represents whether the movement is regular IRJ or
irregular (II

d - Direction of movement UJ-KJ

n Distance to be moved 4 in # of squares 0-91

m - Mode of movement I i.e., walk, run r crawl, etc. I

When a soldier moves he uses lime and energy points as shown
on the older summary chart. The effects of terrain idonrs.

windows, etc. I on movement are shown on the terrain
rlli rls chart.

8-1 Kegular or Irregular Movement
Regular movement is represented by an "R" and means that the

soldier is facing in the direction ot movement. An 'T' indicates

thai the soidier remains facing in his original direction effacing

while moving in direction "d". Energy and time costs for

irregular movement are twice that for regular movement.

8.2 Direction
A man may move in any of 8 directions as shown in section 6.3,

For diagonal movement, time and energy costs are multiplied

by the square root of Z. Thus, the soldier pays appropriately for

all the ground he covers,

H/A Distance
Enter the number of squares you want the man to move

8,4 Mode of Movement
There are? different movement modes available. Each requires

differenl lime and energy costs (see the squad card). Of the 7

modes, 5 allow movement from one square to another. The
Other 2 modes change a soldier's posture between prone and
standing. The chail below lists the different modes which may
lie used:

It - Run
n Walk
LI Dodge
i; — Crawl
t. — Look
t - Fall

s Stand

A soldier must be uprighl in order to run, walk, or dodge. A
soldier must be prone in order to crawl. The look' mode is

a special case, since a soldier can 'look' while moving or while
standing still. If a soldier is moving (i.e. > the distance (n) is not 0)

in the look mode, he must be upright. Otherwise, a soldier can
look' in either posture When tailing pi one or standing upright,

the distance ml must be while any direction may be chosen.

8.5 Scanning
To scan, enter a in both direction and distance positions of the

movement order. While it soldier can scan in either an upright

or prone position, it will take him longer to execute when prone
(see section 8. 7). A facing of indicates that the soldier is looking

in all directions. The soldier will have a 50% of normal chance of

sighting the enemy , but unlike soldiers with a facing of 1-8 he
wilt lie able to look all around him. The movement mode
entered al this time is irrelevant unless you specify I." In this

case a soldier will look' as well as scan {sec section 8.7/,

8.6 Changing Facing
If you wish to change the facing of a soldier without having him
move out of his square, give a Move Regular order for squares

in the direction you wish the soldier to face. While a soldier may
change face in either an uprighl or prone position, it will lake

him longer to execute when prone isee sections. 7t. The mode of

movement entered at this lime is irrelevant unless you specify

'L', Then a soldier will 'Inok' as well as change facing isee

section 8.7). A soldier may be given a order which includes an
implied order to change face. For example, a soldier facing

direction 6 is given a MR34R order, A soldier given this order
will be charged the time and energy costs required to execute
the implied facing change, as well as the movement costs

between squares. The facing costs are also charged under the

appropriate circumstances for the FSxxyy order isee tion 12.2)

and the EFxxyy order (section 12.6).

8.7 The Look Mode
A soldier who is in the look mode will search for weapons lying

on the ground and/or carried by another soldier I friendly or
enemyl who is dead or in shock. A soldier can 'Look' while II

moving in an upright position between squares, 2\ scanning,

and 3f changing facing. The time and energy costs required to

execute a scan or change offacing order when uprigh I or prone
and or looking or nol looking is shown below:

Scan / Changing Facing Costs

Upright fUJ Looking Mode Time Energy
or Prone i Pi iVes/NoJ Cost Cost

LP Nij 10 1

V Yes 15 l

P \o IS 2

P Yes 20 2

If a soldier is in the look mode, ami he spots a weapon, ho will

pick it up The lime ami energy costs required to pick up
weapons are I he same as lor the (Jet' commands. The rules that

apph in ihe I ;et commands also apply to ihe took mode w hen
a soldier spots a weapon. A soldier will pick up as many
weapons as he sees in the square until ihe weapons earn ing

limit has been reached. The limit imposed on the number of

weapons ooe soldier can carry depends on the weapon. The
carrying limits for each weapon class fie., explosive non-

e.xplosive) and kind are listed below:

Limit on Number of Weapons thai
One Soldier May Carry

explosive Weapons [No more than € total)

Weapon Limit

Plastic Explosive 2

Hand Grenade 6

6



\on- Explosive Weapons (No more; than 5

total; No more than !J tire weapons}

Weapon Limit

Machine Gun 2

Autorifle M

Rifle 3

Garotte 2

Knife 3

II a soldier spots more than one weapon of the same class in the

same square he n ill pic k them up in the order nl their priority.

The table shown above lists the weapons in order oldeereasing
priority. Example: A soldier currying 3 explosive and 3 nan-
explosive weapons fnniv one fire weapon) is in the took mode,
He spoils n dead notdie r who is carrying a plastic explosive,

I hand grenades, an uti tori fit: a garotte, ami it knife. The soldier

wilt pick up the plastic explosive, 2 grenades, the nuntrifle and
the garotte. He wilt pay the appropriate time and energy costs

for each weapon he picks up. The soldier's dexterity will

decrease by one point.

fi*fi Aperture Movement
A soldier may not move diagonally through a door or window.
The soldier must iirsl move direelly adjacent u> ihe aperture

and only then may he move through it.

NOT ALLOWKI) ALLOWED

9.0 SNEAKING
It yon wish to have a soldier move discreetly so as to have
a lower probability of being seen, give the soldier a SB or
sneaking begins order. Once a soldier is given a sneaking onln
he will be considered to be sneaking until the SE or sneaking
etuis or tier is given. While sneaking, all time and energy costs

for his actions will be doubled. Under curtain conditions,
sneaking soldiers are afforded protection from exploding
fragment grenades not given to non-sneaking soldiers (see

section 12.6}. A sneaking soldier who fires a weapon reverts to

normal mon-sneakingJ Status,

10.0 SIGHTING THE ENEMY
In order to sight an enemy soldier, the eneun milsmI be in one of

your soldier's field of vision. II a soldier has a lacing of 1-8, his

field of vision is the angle of 180 degrees centered on his facing
c lire el ion. The center 45 degrees is considered to he t lie primary
field of vision. The remaining 135 degrees is considered the

peripheral field of vision.

The above diagram shows the field of vision of a soldier with a

facing of 2. A soldier that is scanning has a primary field of vision

of 3G0 degrees, i.e., he can see in all directions. A soldier in hand-
to-hand combat can only see the enemy soldiers in his square
die is too busy fighting to enjoy the view.

J

10.1 Chance of Spotting
An enemy soldier in a friendly soldier s field of vision is not

necessarily spotted . The following formula is used to determine
whether the enemy man is spotted:

Pc = F X Po X T X S X PS

Pc — Percentage chance lo spot the enemy

F — racing multiplier (section 10.21

Po Power of observation multiplier isecdon ttt.'Ai

T - Terrain multiplier *section W.ai

S — Sneaking multiplier (section 10.S)

PS — Primary, peripheral multiplier isectian itl.7>

This probability of spotting is also used in determining the

probability of hitting ;i target being fired upon isection l2.Ht.

10.2 l acing Multiplier
The taring multiplier is determined by the facing of the friendly

soldier:

taring Multiplier
1-S 1.0

0.5

9 0,0

10.3 Power of Obtfervalion Multiplier
['he power nl observation multiplier is determined by the

following formula:

0.5 + (Power of observation of friendly soldier X 0.051

111.4 Terrain Multiplier
The terrain multiplier is determined by the following formula:

Tm =* (1,0 - D X .01J X Tl X T2 X T3 X Tn
Tm - Terrain multiplier

O — Distance

Tl, T2 P T3, Tn - Terrain type multipliers

lbrrain Multiplier

WliJI ON

Statue 0.00

Window 0.25

Dnnr .50

Hedge 0.50

FtuhhJe 0.60

Interior 0.60

Clear 1,00

A tew examples will illustrate the terrain multiplier Example 1:

A stifdier is standing at 3117 looking at a soldier in 3135. The
terrain multiplier is (1.0 - 18 X .01) X 1.0 - 0.82. Example Z, A
soldier standing at 1215 looks at a soldier at 1715. lerrain



multiplier is n,0 5X,Q1)X 0.5 X 0,6 = 0.285. Example 3: A
soldier standing standing at 1220 looks ai a soldier in 2120. The
terrain multiplier is: (1.Q-9X .Oil X 0.5 X Q.8 X 0.8 X 0.8 X 0.8 X
0.8X0.5 = 0.0745472. E&ampte4:A soldierstandingst uzk looks
nt a SoldierSt 1429- The terrain multiplier is HO 4,2426407 X ,0V
x 0.5 = 0,478788, NOTE* The computer Will display the terrain

multiplier in any level 1 solitaire game when given an FS^cfcyyL

order. Also, rf" the terrain multiplier ''i'Xfi is heltiw AM. it is

considered to he Aero

10.5 A soldier looking directly through an obstruction li.e.,

adjacent to a window, doorway, or hedged does not count the
ad jam it i i Instruction for visibility purposes. Example I: A
soldier us looks nt n soldier nt 2220. The terrain multiplier

is: tl.O - 9 X .01} X 0.8 X. 0.8 X O H X 8 X (/.« X 5 = 149Q944
>compurr with twnmple 'A in section til-f i.\:impfr 2 \ sofdwr
nt A'AW looks ni a soldier in 2318. The terrain multiplier is (1.0-

4X .0U - O.SG

10.6 Sneaking Multiplier
The sneaking multiplier is determined by the sneaking mode of

the enemy soldier.

Mod e

Sneaking

Not sneaking

Multiplier

0.5

1.0

10.7 Primary/peripheral multiplier

Fitdd rif Vision Multiplier

Enemy is in primary Held 1,00

Kneim is in peripheral held 0,75

10.8 Lnomy soldiers may only be spoiled if they are in the field

of vision of a friendly soldier. All enemy sodliers in a friendly

field of vision and for whom the percentage chance In spot the

enemy is greater than 01, are automatically spotted al I he

instant of their firing a fire weapon,

1CLH II Iwo soldiers are both prone, and there is a window or

a hedge between them, then they cannot spot each other, unless

they rtre in adjacent squares

10.10 A soldier looking out from a ivindow or a door is

allowed only a 90 degree field of vision out of the aperture as

shown in the accompanying diagram, A square that is " a blind

spot and Vz m the field of vision is considered to be in the

soldier's blind spot. E
r
xnmple: A soldier standing nt 3424 with

it facing of 7 would not have line of sight to sipinre 25'A'A. hut he
etiuid spot an enemy soldier in 2532.

Facing 1 Facing 3

Sv3
S - Soldier

- Primary

= Blind Spot

11.0 WEAPONS
I here are three types of weapons used in Computer Ambush:
fire weapons I rifles, automatic rifles submachine guns, and
machine guusi. explosives 'plastic explosives and fragment

grenades' and hand-lo-hand weapons {knives, bayonets, and
garottes l.

11.1 Standard Weapon Allocation
below is a table showing the standard weapon allocation for I he

German and American squads.

American Squad
Ftre Hand Plastic

Soldier Weapon Grenades Explosive Garotte

Padooka Autorifle 2

Richfield Rifle 1

BastinellJ Atilorifle 1

Law son Rifle

Garrlty Machine Gun '1

Cheng Rifle Yes

Uheemck Rifle ]

Moss Rifle 2

Ma root is u AutbrJ fie 1 Yes

Dun ike Rifle 2

German Squad

Reich Autorifle 3

Klcindorf Autorifle Z

Atlbrecht Rifle i

Gruber Machine Gun l

Zimmer Autorifle 2 \es

Schneider Rifle L

Braun Autorifle 3

n'aejser Ritle 5 Yes

M idler Rifle 2

Rifle 1

Peripheral

11,2 \un-Standard Weapon Allocation
During the Computer Ambush Scenario Selection Phase, a

player has the option of allocating weapons la his squad of

soldiers. If you choose this option, you must then decide if you

will receive a restricted' allocation or a more "un limited

allocation. The restricted' allocation will limit the numbers and
tvpes of weapons allocated In your squad dependent upon the

size of the squad (for example, with a 'restricted' allocation, a

squad will never receive more than one machine gun/. With an
unlimited allocation, however, each squad regard less of size

will receive a number of each type of fire weapon equal lo the

m mi her ol soldiers in the squad, 30 fragment grenades, and
a plastic explosive \otc especially thai the unlimited' allocation

allows a squad thai lacks a demolitions expert, lu receive

a plastic explosive. Such is not the case with Ihe 'restricted'

allocation (see idso scrtions 4. it and 12.7* Irregardless of

whether a restricted or an unlimited' allocation is chosen,

each squad will receive one garotte and each soldier will

receive one knife. The computer will give the player a list of the

number and types of wreapons his squad has been allocated.

The player then apportions ihese weapons lo his soldiers as he
desires, subject only to the following restrictions: 1 ) each soldier

will cany one and only one lire weapon and 2) each soldier can
i .if r \ .i IH.1 \irn inn nl t> e\plosi\ e weapons. A player can obtain a

printout of the non-standard weapon allocation if he desires.

10* 11 Enemy soldiers are spotted if they are in a square

containing a friendly soldier.



12.0 WEAPONS AND COMBAT 12,4 Target* for FS and FA Orders/'Dueking* Hide

Most of the orders you can give to your soldiers concern
manipulating weapons in preparation for ur during t nnibal
These orders are explained below.

12.1 Weapons Preparation
All weapons must be prepared before they may be used. Each
soldier may only have one weapon prepared a I a Mmc :c\ccptioft:

a rifle and bayonet may both be prepared7. When an order is

given lo prepare a weapon, any other weapon I ha I had been
prepared will automatically be unprepared. Example: A soldier
carrying a rifle in his handa derides to throw a grenade. Hv
giving an order to prepare a grenade heatings his rifle and then
pulls out a grenade. The rifle is now unprepared and the
grenade is prepared. The prepare weapon order follows the
form "f*w" when* w is the initial ofthe wenpun briny prepared
Example: A PF order will prepare a fragment grenade See the
order sonunary chart for time and energy t trsts

La.2 Use of Fire Weapons Fire a Single Hurst
There are Uvo Hi lie rent orders vvhieh will result in the firing nf
a fire weapon. The first on lei is I'ire on an enemy in

a particular square, and it takes the form FSxxyy where;

F — signifies that this is a fire order

S signifies thai Ihis is a single burst tire order

xx — indicates the x coordinate I column I in which the

enemy is located

yv indicates the y coordinate irowi in which the eneinv
is located

KS stands for fire a single burst Since the enemy musl be in Ihe
dr signal

i

id square fur >-our man lo fire on him this order is most
useful on stationary targets, If an enemy soldier is present in the
target square when the FS order is given, your soldier will fire at

the enemy soJdier even if he moves nut of the target square
i unless the enemy soldier moves completely out of the line of
sight of the firing soldier before ihe soldier actually pulls the
trigger!. A soldier who must change Faring to execute the FSxxyy
order will be charged the appropriate additional lime and
energy costs for changing lacing iscction 8.6!. The soldier will
remain facing in the direction of fire after execution of the
fire order.

12.3 Use of Fire Weapons , Fire on Area
The second type of fire order has the form r Apptl where:

F — signifies that this is a fire order

A signifies that this is an area Tire order

pp — l his is Ihe minimum percenlage-chance- to-hit-

thc-enemy that musl be oblained before the soldier

will fire i

4
Ji> equals doiVl shoot until you see Ihe

white of their eyes),

tt - this Is the amount or time in time points lhai you
want your soldier lo wait while looking for a target

to shoot. The number of lime poinls must be
between 10 and 99.

PA stands for fire on area, A soldier given Ihis command will fire

on the first larget that he can see for which he can obtain a shot
that has at least a

r'pp" chance of hitting, lie will conlinue to fire

on targets lhal he can see until ' tt" lime has elapsed.
Example: A soldier is in square 3253 facing direction 1. This

soldier is given the order FAQ593. After 30 time points have
elapsed an enemy moves from 3157 to 3Z57. At this point he is

seen and ftred at by the soldier in .7253 (assuming that the
chance to hit is over 5%). This soldier cannot fire again until

sufficient time points have elapsed to account for his having
fired fan average rifleman would have to wait 25 more time
points before firing again f. Since the soldier had been ordered
to FA for 9.9 time points he would continue to look fur targets
fpossibly the same one} until HS time points have elapsed.

Soldiers given FS or FA orders will not fire a I enemy snldiers

who are in shock or dead. Under certain conditions, soldiers

who are being fired upon may duck'. In order for a soldier to

'duck 1

, three concurrent conditions must be met: 1 J ihe soldier is

being fired upon; 2) the soldier, himself, js currently firing

a weapon leither FS or FAJj and 3) he is looking through an
obstruction I that is, adjacent to a window, doorway, or Ledge!.

When such a suldier ducks', he merely lakes more tune u>

execute his tire order Note r however. Ihat even if the three

conditions listed above are met the soldier will not automati-
cally duck' The ehanee of suc h a soldier ducking' is propor-
tional lo his command control: soldiers with a high command
conlrol have a lower probability of ducking', ifa soldier ducks 1

,

he will take from 4 to JO additional limepoints (0.4 to 3 seconds)

lo tire his lire weapon llhis is determined randomly]. A ducking'
soldier consumes no energy during the time he is ducking'.

Extended example. The Amcacan squad is attempting to gain

control of the government building, strongly suspected lo he

guarded hv Herman soldiers. At this time, neither side has
spotted an enemy soldier Currently, Padooka and Bastinctli are
both prone, facing / looking through the hedge in square 2945.

ftichfteld is prone, facing 1, looking through the hedge in sip tare

3/45. Grube.r is prone, facing 5, looking through the window in

square 3150. Bastinclfi is going to attempt to strengthen the

American position by dodging to stptare 374ti and falling prone
behind the hedges r facing N. Padooka and Huh field will provide
cover for Bastinelh. Thus, Padooka and Hich field are both
given MB10S (CR) FAU199' orders, while Bastinelli is given

'MRZQS (CW MH21D ICH) Mh" 37D (CH) MBBOF orders, Gruber is

protecting the southjlank ofthegoverment building and is given

FA0193 ' orders. Just as in real fife, what will actually happen is

largely unpredictable. Gruber will almost certainly spot Hasti-

nelti by the time he dodges to square 3Q4G tchance ofspotting is

more than 85%)t and will start shooting at him r \Ofcourse, he may
spot Padooka or Richfeld when they stand up and start shooting
at them first, even though the chance ofspotting them is less

than 50%). Grubers chanceofhitting a dodging Bastinelli is rough-

ly22% (see section 12.% giving Bastinelli a reasonable chance to

survive a few gun bursts. As soon as Padooka and Rich field are
standing andGruber st a rt s shtaj t ing, /hey wilt spot Gruber au to-

matically and will begin shooting at G ruber, fNot ice that ifthey

did not stand, they could not see Gruber, wim is prone liehind a
window, at all — see section JO. 3). Even though their chance of
hitting Grubcr is very poorness than 10%}, they may well force
Gruber to duck\ If Gruber does duck) Bastinelli may have
enough time to reach square 3546, where he is out ofGruber's

line ofsight However, ifGruber does not duck due to a high
command control rating and'or tuck, he wilt fire his machine
Ljr/n enough times to virtually ensure wounding Bastinelli. Of
course, Padooka or Richfield might get very lucky and wound or
kill G ruber. The numberofpossibilitiesofeven this simple fire

fight are large. Also, don't forget the possibility thatftre weapons
t t i ig lit un lostd (see n e,x t sect ion), Throw in a handgrenadeor two
fno pun intended) and . . . well, you get the idea, Whatever hap-

pens, the chances are good that they won t occur e.xstctly that

way again.

12.5 Loading Fire Weapons
All fire weapons run nul of ammunition 10% of the limes after

they are fired. Exception: Machine guns only unload 3% of the
times fired. An unloaded weapon may not he fired To load
a weapon you must give the soldier a load weapon order. This
order takes the form Lw where w is the weapon being loaded. A
player may want to give a soldier who has just fired a weapon r

a Load order in case Ihe weapon unloads. If a load order is

given, and the weapon is already loaded, ]<J lime points and
1 unit of energy is charged f|f the load weapon order is

impossible to execute because the soldier doesn't have the
weapon, the order is ignored.)
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12.8 1st* of Explosives / Grenades
There are Iwo types of explosives: fragment grenades and
plastic explosives. In order to throw a grenade, a soldier musi

first have line of sight to the target square and sufficient energy

to thfOW il I he required distant re fsee Squad Card/. 4The average

unwounded soldier with an endurance of99 has enough energy

lu throw a grenade approximately 60 meters. If a soldier does

not have sufficient energy to throw the grenade to the target

square, the order is ignored! Whelher or not a thrown hand
grenade lands in the target square is dependent upon the

throwing ahility of the soldier who threw it. The throwing

abl lily will determine the accuracy of hot h the aim as well as the

range of a thrown hand grenade To give you an idea of throwing
accuracy, an average soldier will throw a grenade with an
at curacy in aim of ± 2S % of the distance to the left or i -ight of

Iurge I center and with an accuracy in range of ± 10*. of the

distance The path that ihr hand grenade Lakes to its destination

is Ihe line of flight' determined by the computer. 'This means il

til stop il il hilsa wall or the statue i A soldier will always I'ai e

Ihe direr! ion he i* Ihmwing; if he musi change facing to exccule

Ihe KF order, lie will pay the appropriate change fat ing costs

{section HML Hand grenades lake time points while 1 1ley are in

the air. The ti a\ el time of the grenade is equal to I the distant r

of the throw as measured in squares The grenade will explode

4 lime points after il lias reached its destination. All soldiers in

Ihe hlast square arc killed by Ihe explosion. A grenade may
wound soldiers up to 12 meters <4 straight squares > away from
the blast square The further away the soldier is from the

explosion the less likely he will he hurl by the explosion. II there

are terrain features iduors. hedges, etc. J between ihe grenade

and a soldier, or if the? soldier is prone, then the soldier is less

likelv lo he wounded. A soldier who has a door or window
between him and an exploding grenade, and is holh adjacent to

Ihe window or door and in ihe sneaking mode, is protected

from i ui u rv fisa tuple: A sttidier standing in squa re 2H52 r h rows

ij getmule through the dottr and into squa rt> 2752. If this soldier

is not sneaking when the grenade explottcs, he; could he

severeh woutuled whether or not he is prtme. However, if this

sttidier wt're in the sneakitig mode when the grenade exploded,

he wtmfd not be injured.

12.7 Use of Explosives / Plastic Explosives
Plastic explosives may not be I brown. Plaslic explosives are

used by setting a fuse length in time points and I lien placing the

explosives in the square in which the explosives experl set r In-

fuse. This means that you should set a long enough fuse so I hat

the explosives expert can run clear til the hlast area Note: If

yourdemolitions expert is in shock or killed, yoursquad leader

mav attempt to detonate the plastic explosives, ifyrnt crmssderit

mission essential. However, be forewarned that he may set the

fuse incorrectly so that the plasties do not explode or they

explode sooner or later than anticipated, Ktfually likely is the

possibility that thev blow np ot hisface. When plaslic explosives

detonate, the square in which the explosion occurred and all

adjacent squares are immediately turned into rubble squares

and alt slanding structures are blown down. All soldiers in

those squares are killed and all weapons i whether carried by

soldiers or Iving on Ihe ground) are destroyed. Soldiers up to 24

meters 18 straight squares) away from the blast square may he

wounded or killed by the blast As with grenades, the further

a soldier is from the blast square as well as Ihe uioiv obstacles

between the blast and the soldier, the less likely ihe soldier will

be hurt by Ihe explosion. Sneaking soldiers are given I he same
protection from plastic explosives as from grenades (see section

12.6i. However, remember thai if a soldier is too close to the

blast, the door or window giving him protection will be blown

down, and thus, will not give him protection.

12.8 Haud-to Hand Combat
A soldier given a hand-to-hand order while in the same square

as an enemy soldier will attack | hal soldier ifhe has the required

20 units of energy. The soldier that comes under attack will

defend himself if he has ihe required 10 units of energy. Both

soldiers are then in hand-to-hand status'. The average soldier

who is in hand-to-hand status will 'attack' once even 15 lime

points Soldiers that are in hand-to-hand status, remain in thai

status for the duration of the turn i unless one soldier dies or

goes into shock I. The percentage chance to wound an enemy in

hand to hand combat is proportional lo the attacker's hand-to-

hand ability, his wounds, the weapon he is carrying, whether he

is jumping on an enemy, the defender's hand-to-hand ahility

his wounds, and ihe weapon he is earning If a soldier is

lumping on an enemy IHJK then he is twice as likeh lo wound
the enemy. Weapon effectiveness in hand-to-hand combat iholh

a* offensive and as defensive weaponsi rated from best to worst

is: bayonet, knife, rifle, autom a lie rifle submachine gun, machine

gun, garotte or hand grenade or plastic explosive or unarmed
The garotte is a special weapon, for normally it is worthless;

however, when jumping at an enemy it is the best weapon to

use. So that you have an idea of the usefulness of hand-to hatu I

combat, an unwounded average soldier who to jumping with

a hayonei against an unwounded average enemy wrho is

carrying a bayonet has a 50% chance to wound the enemy, A
soldier win j exeeuiesand survives an HH order will be lac ing

Ihe direction he was before he went into hand-to-hand combat.

A soldier who executes and survives an HJtt order will be in the

scan mode. A soldier w ho surivsstulk defends himself from

a charging enemy will continue executing the orders given

him. Note: a soldier who has been Riven an HJtt ordercannot he

given a subsequent order to move to an fither square in the

same turn.

12.9 Weapons Accuracy
When a soldier is fired upon, the chance of wounding him is

proportional lo the firing soldier's marksmanship, the accuracy

of the weapon being fired, the probability of the target being

seen by the tiring soldier, the posture ofthe target soldier(prone

men are 50% less likely to be hit L the orders of the target soldier

< moving soldiers are 15% less likely to be hit, dodging soldiers

are 50% less likely to he hitl, and the orders of ihe firing soldier

(a soldier with a FA order is 2.1% less likely to hit ihe target than

a soldier with a F5 orderL The basic accuracy of the fire

weapons are as follows:

Weapon Accuracy

Rifle nun

Machine gun 73%

Aulunialir rifle

submachine gun 75 1

Example: An average soldier with an t 'S order firing u n/?e .\i

a soldier running in clear terrain ten squares away would have

rough ly a 34% chance of hitting the target. If that soldier was

dodging, the probability would be roughly 17%.

12.10 Except for ihe special cases of soldiers present in the

hlasl square of a fragment grenade or in a square adjacent to a

plastic explosive detonation, when a soldier is hit by e libera Hie

weapon, an explosive, or by baud to-hand combat, the number
ofwound |>oinls allotted lo the soldier is he Iween 1 and 99 and is

determined randomly. It a soldier is 'nil" and his wound point

total i> greater lhan in tie will fall prone and fail In carry oul any

further orders during thai turn. If a soldier is'hif, he will scream'

50% of the time. Exception: a soldier who is hit' as a result of
hand-to-hand combat will always 'scream'.

13.0 NON-STANDARD SOLDIER
CHARACTERISTICS

A player may choose lo have ihe computer randomly generate

a set of soldier characteristics rather than accept the standard

set of soldier characteristics given on the squad card. iNotc: the

rank and weight ofthe soldiers remain the sameJ A challenging

two-player game can be developed in this manner if both



players agree to lake a computer-generated squad into ballle.

This add a great deal of realism to the game: just as in real

life, you must use the men you get and make the most out

of Ihem.

13.1 Changing your soldiers' characteristics
After the computer has generated a random set of characteristics

foe-Kadi sntdiei ut vom sOjiiadj it will display the soldiers' names
mid Ibeir new chaE'aclerLslirs. I 1 n j cursor will he over the

"strength" characteristics of the squad leader If you are willing

to accept both the characteristics and the names of the soldiers,

enter the teller 'F for finished If you are willing to accept the

characteristics, ot the squad as is. hut wish Uj change the

soJdiers' names, enter the letter 'N
J

(see section 13*2), Ifyou wish
to change a soldier s characteristic, enter a number between
and 9 <0 equals 101, The cursor will automatically advance to the

next characteristic. You may selectively change your soldiers'

characteristics by moving the cursor over 1he cha racl eristic you
wish to change,

13.1.1 Apple Version
You can move the cursor by pressing the following keys: l F J, Kt

M, left arrow i-*-J, or right arrow \-+-\. A list of the keys the com-
puter will accept and their function is given below:

I - moves the cursor up
I

J — moves, the cursor left u

K - moves the cursor right
T ——»- kM - moves the cursor down

moves the cursor left 1f

moves the cursor right M
RETURN — moves cursor to first characteristic of next soldier

The numbers through B - changes characteristic

N — enters the 'Change Name' mode (see section 13.2)

F - moves the cursor to the 'Finish' field

13.1.2 Atari Version
You can move the cursor by pressing the ''arrow" keys (ordinarily,

you must simultaneously press both the 'control" key and an
"arrow" key to make the cursor move. In COMPI TER AMBUSH,
however, pressing the control key. while acceptable, is no I re-

quired). A list of the keys the computer will accept and their

function is given below:

t — moves the cursor up
\ - moves the cursor down
— moves the cursor right

-— moves the cursor left

RETURN — moves cursor to first characteristic of next soldier

The numbers through 9 — changes characteristic

N — enters the 'Change Name 1 mode fsee section 13.Z!

F - moves the cursor to 'Finish' field

13.2 Changing your soldiers' names
If you wish In change I lie names ofyour soldiers, enter the letter

The cursor will then be placed over Ihe first soldier's name.
You may then enter new names for your squad lA Return

moves the cursor to the next soldier's name. J The first letter of

each soldier's name must be different. When you have entered
new names, the computer will go back to the Change Charac-
teristics' mode. Rnter I he letter F' 1o eoler the 'finish' field. The
computer will I hen ask if you are finished changing the names
and characteristics ofyoursquad. Ifyou are finished, type V; on
any other input the computer will enter the Change Charac-

teristics' mode.

13*2.1 Apple Version
When you type in new names, ihe first tetter of the name must
always be uppercase, and all subsequent letlers must be lower-

case. Imbedded blanks arc allowed r in which case the first letter

after the blank must be uppercase (e.g., Joe Buck).

13.2-2 Atari Version
When you type in new names, the computer will ensure that the

ftrsi letter of the name is uppercase. Subsequent letters can be

lowercase if you press the "LPVVR" key. Imbedded blanks are

allowed, so that you may type a name tike Joe iUiek il you desire

13.3 Saving/Printing Your New Squad
You are given the opportunity of saving and or obtaining a

printed copy ofyour generated squad. Ifyou wish to SAVE your
squad, you must have previously initialized a SAVE disk (see

section 14k You will be asked to give a name for your squad The
name must he different from any other squad name you have
already saved.

14.0 COMPUTER AMBUSH DISK MANAGEMENT
There are four disk commands COMPUTER AMBUSH can per-

form 7Vir.se commands allow you to I\:lT;-i SAVE disk, t A't'At.OG

a SAVE disk, DELETE a squad, and DELETE a game. You must
INIT i\ SAVE disk before you run perform any othrr function. A
CATALOG' ofa SAVE disk wit! list the nanus ofall SAVED &iimes

and squads. (Note: The Apple computer appends a su ffix to the

name you give when saving a squad Orgame on disk. Whenever
the computer later asksyouforthc name ofyoursquad orgame,
do not include the &ujji\ in the name,) One SAVE disk can hold

about 30 squads and 15 games The IJKI.KTK' command will

remove a squad or game from Ihe disk. II you choose die 'perform

disk management* option, the computer will give evplkil direc-

tions for executing the disk management functions.

1 5.0 ORIGINAL DESIGNER'S NOTES tor, feu SAuuM
7/ave Seen The One t hat Got Away)

I've been wai gaining since I was twelve and game designing

since I was ten. ! couldn't believe it when I was offered an

opportunity to get paid for what Tve wanted to do. Having

played all the tactical man-to-man games that I could find,

I figured it was lime for the definitive game on the subject.

Definitive because all the drudgery would be dealt with by the

computer! All the players would have to do is have fun. lo ihe

lasl six months J
Jve learned I the hard way I the limitations of

small computers and my own limitations in simulations.

I think the game you have in your hands is a very good one,

certainly worth playing often, and it should be a lot of fun.

But honestly, folks, as soon as we all gel a home Cray II

Mini put t-r My original game had 30 difft>rt»nt wia jjcjcih, ihe map
ivus 100 x 100 iquareb, I here were prisoners, guard*, mcdica, communications,

- Ed Willigcr

16.0 SCENARIOS

COMPUTER AMBUSH is actually 12 games in one, for there

are five soli I aire scenarios and seven two- player scenarios. At

the beginning of each game the player(s) will be asked whether

a two- player or soli la ire game is to be played.

A. SOLITAIRE SCENARIOS

If you choose to play a solitaire game, you will be asked lo

choose the skill level of play That is, you will choose to play

against a squad from one of the following German divisions:

1> Volksgrenadiers < rookies), 2] Wehrmacht (averages or3J VVaf-

fen SS I very goodf . f iVofe; Ifyou choose the NCO Training Scenario,

you will automatically play against the German runkie&)

1* NCO Training

This scenario serves as the introductory game for new
playens. The Am erjean player is given four soldiers placed on
co lumn 13 soulh ofrow 21 . His mi ssion is to secure the vi 1 1age, i . e.
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eliminate all German soldiers encountered^ The American

player wins if all German soldiers are in shock or dead,

otherwise the computer wins. The computer will notify the

player when he has either won or lost. The following are

possible orders for the American soldiers on the first I urn:

a in have I'adooka cover the slreet above the factory, enter:

MR12HICRI MR2tH(CRJ MR30F(LR) SBlCRl FA0I99(CRJ MO(CRL
Padooka will run around the building, fall prone in the street,

and shoot if he m :es a i .eiman

b. To have Cheng run around the comer of ihe building and then

dodge down the street, enter: IUR15RICK) Sd<CRI \1R21D<GK>

MR^nRiCRj FAS030ICR) NO(CR). Cheng will run up to the slreet,

sneak, dodge diagonally 1 square, face down the street, and
shoot if he sees a German soldier.

c. lb have Baslinelli throw a grenade into ihe factory, enter:

MRHRICRJ HF<CR) EFl820(CRf ^1R58RlCR> MR^RlLRi PAE C K

I

F.-\2,lHJiC:Ri NOiCKi Baslinelli will throw a grenade into the

factory, run aroond the back of the building, unsung his

autorifle, and shoo I any German soldier he sees.

d To have Dumkc run around the back of the building, enter:

MR41K(CRI MR34RICRJ MH21RICR) MRlllRtGRi NCMCRL Duinke

will run completely around the building, climb over a hedge,

and run up the other side.

Z. Ambush
In this scenario the American plawr must sel up and

execute an ambush of a 7-man German patrol The American

player has the option to use any or all of his 10 soldiers (we

suggest 4-5) and they may be set up as desired by the player (Ihe

computer will ask the player which soldiers he wishes and
where he wishes to start thenii. The German patrol will enter the

map at one of eight locations, tt will pass through the center of

the town mear the statuel and then exit the map al one of the

eight locations. The entrance and exit locations are randomly

chosen, except that they will never be adjacent. The eight entry

local ions are:

24G4: ;tm i. 4S49; 4HaT; 3111: 1126; 1137; 1

The American player wins if all German soldiers are in

shock or dead. The American ptayer loses if all of the American

soldiers are in shock or dead or if all non-wounded German
soldiers imusl he minimum of three! are within 3 squares of the

German target square. The computer will notify the player if he

has won or lost.

3. Raid

In 1 his scenario Ihe American player is attempting to destroy

the German communications center in the Government Building.

The computer will set up six German soldiers in or near the

Government Building, The American player may use any or all

ten of his soldiers (we suggest 5-6 j. He should set up his soldiers

west of column 20 or east of column 40, and south of row 44. II

may appear that the Germans could he easily outmatched.

However the American player is under a time constraint: he

musl accomplish his mission within 8 minutes ifplaying a level i

(easy ) game and within 4 minutes if play ing a level 2 or 3 game
(jYole: 8 minutes equates to4S00 timepoints, or at least 20 turns.)

The American player wins if all German soldiers are in shock or

dead or if he detonates a plastic explosive in square 3052. The
American player loses if all American soldiers are in shock or

dead or if he runs out of time, The computer will notify the

player if he has won or lost.

4. Infiltration

This scenario is basically the reverse of the Ambush soli la ire

scenario. That is* the American player must move a patrol

through the town against 10 German soldiers. The American
player will be asked to choose both a starting and an exit location

from Ihe list given in the solitaire Ambush Scenario above (the

computer will verify thai the locations are not adjacent). The

\
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computer will then automatically

place the American soldiers in a

palrol formation near the starting

location. The standard patrol for-

mation is given here. I he numbers
in the squares refer to the relative

rank of the soldier. Thus, the squad
leader is 'V, second in command is

•2', etc. Soldier number 3' is in the

slariiug square".

The American player may eliminate any ot his soldiers that

he desires iwe suggest you keep A-UU However, he will not be

a hie lo change their starting positions The American players

mission i.s to move his palrol lo his target location: he has a 10,000

liinepoint lime limit to accomplish the mission. The American

player wins if all German soldiers arc in shock or dead or if all

non-wounded American soldiers imust be a minimum of one-

half of the soldiers he started with) are within 3 squares of the

target location. The American player loses if all American

soldiers are in shock or dead or the time limit is exceeded. If

more than one-half of the American patrol is in shock or killed,

Ihe only way the American player can win is by killing all the

German soldiers. The computer will notify' the player if he has

won or lost,

5. Bam Defense

In this scenario the American player is defending the barn

<B1) against a 10-man German attack. The American player

should set up his players in or near the barn twe suggest iu sol-

diers]. The German soldiers will start west of column 32 and

north of row 27. The American player wins when all German
soldiers are in shock or dead. The American player loses if all

American soldiers are in shock or dead or if the Germans

detonate a plaslic explosive in square 4113. I he computer will

not itS the player if he has won or lost.

B. TWO- PLAYER SCENARIOS*

1* Ambush
This scenario is basically the two- piaver version of the

solitaire Ambush scenario: the American player Is ambushing

a German patrol. The German player will be asked to choose

a starting and target location from the same list of locations given

in the solitaire Ambush scenario (the computer will not divulge

this information lo ihe America] i player, but will inform the

German player of his squad's objective point whenever he asks

for his squad's characteristics.'. Both the American and German
players may use as many soldiers as they desire. The German
soldiers will be placed on the map in the standard patrol

formation (see the solitaire Infiltration seena riot. The American

player's mission is to look for the German patrol and destroy all

German soldiers before ihe palrol reaches the large! location.

The German player's mission is to move his patrol to the target

square within 10,000 timepoints. The American player w ins if all

German soldiers are in shock or dead or ifthe German patrol fai Is

to reach its destination in 10,000 timepoints. The German player

wins if all American soldiers are in shock or dead or if all non-

shocked German soldiers are within 3 squares of the target

square and the number oi non-shocked soldiers is al leasl one-

half of the starting patrol. I he computer will notify the players if

a player has won the game.

2. Patrol

I his scenario is similar lo the Iwo-player Ambush Scenario

above, except thai the players reverse roles. That is, the German
player is ambushing an American patrol Otherwise, the playing

rules and winning conditions are the same as the Ambush
Scenario.

* The defender should be given roughly % of the number of

soldiers given to the attacker
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3. Strongpoint

In Strongpoint the American playerifl defending the factory

i Al l against a German assault. The American player should set up
his soldiers suuth of row 25 and west of column 30. The German
player should place hia soldiers north of row 25 and eaal of col-

mim MO The American players mission is to survive the German
onslaught and preserve the factory from destruction (delunalimi

of a plastic explosive within the main shop will destroy it) for 12

minutes (7200 timepoinlsh The German player's mission is to

either destroy all American soldiers or detonate a plastic explo-

sive within the factory within the 12 minute time limit. The com-
puter will notify the players if a player has won the ^aine

4. Church Defense
In iliis scenario the Germans are cm defense protecting the

church (D5) from an American assault. The German player

should set up his soldiers north ofrow 37, cast ofcolumn 33, and
sou 111 of row .'SO. The American player may set up anywhere
outside of that perimeter, The German player's mission is to

preserve the church from destruction for 12 minutes i,720U

tirnepoiiusi. The American player has 12 minutes to oil her kill all

Germans or destroy the church with a plastic explosive. The
computer will notify the players if a player has won.

5. Seek and Destroy
This scenario represents a meeting of two enemy patrols

Chance meetings of patrols were rare, but they could become
quite violent The German player should place hts soldiers

anywhere north ofrow 40, while the American player should put

his soldiers south of row 35. The American player wins if he gels

a soldier back to row 11 after he has passed through square 4055
Ithc soldier must end his turn in that square). The German player

wins if he gets a soldier back to row G4 after he has passed
through square 4U13. Also, if all enemy soldiers are in shock or

dead, then the remaining player wins. The computer will notify

the players if a player wins.

8* Alley Fight
In this scenario each player is attempting to gain control of

an area of the map within a specified period of lime. The
perimeter of the area is row 55, row 27, column 24, column 11-

The players are attempting to 'control' all the squares within the

perimeter, The computer will ask which player will start the

game defending the area. The player which defends the area*

starts the game with control of all squares within the perimeter.

The other player attempts to wrest control from the controlling

player. A player has control of a square if one of" his soldiers was
ihr I one to enter it. We suggest that the player who begins the

game in complete control of the area, keep only Va of the soldiers

that the attacking player keeps. The winner of the game is the

player who has control of most squares at the end of the game.

The length of the game is determined by the Following equation;

Number of limepomls= number of defenders,' number of

attackers x 50on

7, Free Form
Make up vour own scenarios. From one-on-one duels to UJ-

on 10 campaign games, you can begin with as many soldiers as

you wish and at any place on the map that is mutually agreeable

to the players. Try a gameof one-oivone where both players agree

not to use their tire weapons ti.r., ftami ^rrnittlfs and knives

only). For those ofyou who want to try simulated computer non-

violence, try relay races I it's not as easy as it sounds). Remember,
the fewer the soldiers you choose the faster the game,

NOTE: ifaU the remaining soldiers arc in shock or are killed on

the same turn, (he American player is considered the loser and
the Germa n player t

h

e victor ( i. e. t for the American player to win
he must have at least one remaining soldier that he can

command).
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U.S. ARMY SOLDIER DOSSIERS

SEHGEANT J.C.
"BUCK" PAD OKA
is one of the few old "peacetime"
non-corns. He is bji "old vet" in
every sense of the word. Enlistr

lug in the early days of the
Depression, he immediately
"struck a home." Having grown
up in the mining country of
Pennsylvania, one of seven

fKjlft^ children, he had looked forwardmm V only to a lifetime of digging
underground in the mines, with perhaps a few days a year
hunting as his only relief But since, with the coming of

the Depression, there were 110 jobs in the mines anyway,
he chose the army as the only way out Peacetime army
life was a far better life than the one he had been used to
- and he could spend most of his time out in the open,
training for another kind of +thunting." He quickly learned
the rule© of the game, adapting to them easily, and
advanced to non-com status as soon as one of the old-

timers had been busted for an AWOL drinJong bout. The
difference between "Buck" Padooka and most of the other
non-coms was that, while he drank and fought as much as
any, he cared enough for his role of squad leader to know
where to draw the line. He might make it back from a
night carousing In town only two minutes before the first

formation — but he would be there two minutes before,

not two minutes late,

When the army began to build for the coming war, he
could have gone to officers* school, but he turned down the
offer Being in charge of a small group of Infantrymen was
what he wanted; any rank above squad leader would have
been too much '*hook work," too much 'headquarters*
chicken" for him He is at his best when out in the open,
directing men in a situation requiring all his knowledge
and experience

Without a family of his own, his main human
relationships now center on the men under his charge.
The thing that bothers him most about the war Is not the
hardship, the danger, or the discomfort but only the need
of losing men, While he keeps his distance from his men,
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never playing the buddy-buddy game, lie has become
attached, despite himself, to those under his command On
their part, they sense that he will get them killed in a
minute, If his mission should demand it — bub that he
would do everything in his power not to waste their lives

unnecessarily. And they know that he will not spare
himself in any way — he is a professional soldier" in the
best sense of the word

la his sense of values, carrying out orders is foremost
— but not In a stupid or mechanical way. He has been
known to tell a fresh young second lieutenant to shut up
and let him, Buck Padooka, handle the situation hi his

own way, when it was apparent the second lieutenant
would have simply gotten men killed for nothing. He
always obeys orders, when it comes right down to it —
but he won't stand to see his men killed unnecesearily for

the sake of someone's promotion or of covering up
incompetence.

His virtuee
1
then, are his experience, professional

integrity, toughness (in both body ami character), his

complete confidence in himself and his willingness to

undertake any mission- For the rest of it — the
promotions, the medals, the honors, the engaging in what
he calls

unewsreel soldiering
15 — he has no concern. He

has a record of getting the job done, of taking casualties

when they have to be taken, but also of taking far fewer
than any other squad engaged in the same kinds of

missions.

ACTING CORPORAL
RODNEY "RICH-BOY"
RICHFIELD was expelled

from some of the best prep
schools in New England, kicked

out of Harvard after six months
for getting a pregnant cow stuck
in a stuffy Dean's pretentious

birdbath, denied ^admittance
despite an offer from his

corporate-president father to

put a million dollars into the

endowment f\indT and finally enlisted out of boredom and a

desire to he ,lwhere things were going oil" After a hasty

basic training course in the infantry and a hurried
shipment out to a combat division, "Rich-Boy" struck,

peculiarly enough, his own +lhome" there. At last forced to

deal with realities he had long ignored or been unaware
of, seeing men alive one moment and dead the next — for

no apparent reason of logic or Justice — surrounded by
men envious of his former advantages, he began to change
very quickly. An intelligence never seriously used for

anything except thinking up pranks and shocking
authority began to find itself valuable in fhiding ways to

accomplish a mission and keep men alive in doing so; a
compassion never before finding outlet in his privileged

environment began to flower within him for men who
would have been, to his former peers, merely crude, often

Inarticulate, sometimes stupid, nearly always tasteless

louts of the lower classes; a determined will knowing
nothing more serious than a desire to get a laugh from
his classmates has revealed itself capable of persistence

before the greatest difficulties, resilience before the

deepest despair, and even, though the word would never
be consciously used by either nim or his fellows, bravery
before paralysing dangers.

Still in many ways a contemptible 'rich boy11

to the

men in the squad, not especially well endowed with bodily

strength, speed, or dexterity, he nevertheless was the

obvious choice, In the minds of all, to succeed to the
position of corporal when the previous assistant squad
leader had been killed by a sudden and unexpected
rnacbine-gun burst. Without the long years of experience
of the squad leader, Sergeant Buck Padooka, he has
learned fast and is in some ways quicker than the Old vet

himself at seeing a new approach to an impossible
problem. But he has the good sense to realize that his

strokes of brilliance are useful only part of the time —
and the old sergeant's certain knowledge from experience
has to take precedence on many other occasions. More
than any of the others, he can see the sergeant's deep
concern for his mem can see the continuing conflict

between that concern and the squad leader's need to

violate it by risking them again and again in each new
day's challenge. He has come to see this "authority'

1

as no
longer an evil to be resisted at all costs, but as a kind of

terrible, soul-wearying responsibility that cannot be
passed on_ "Rich"!^^ Richfield knows he cannot relieve

the veteran sergeant of this terrible burden — but he has
come to see the need to do what he can do to lighten it

And he does.

RASTINXjLIiI is a swarthy
faced, broad-shoulderedt heavily-

muscled weight-lifter from
Chicago, He spent most of his

high school years hanging out

in a gym conditioning his body
on a whole battery of machines
before a tier of mirrors. He
takes a reverential, even a
religious attitude toward bis

physique. IJvery morning — In

camp, on leave, or in combat — he finds a way to do fifty

push-ups, after which he likes nothing better than to take

his shirt off' and flex his muscles before any available

mirror, dirt^r window, or mud puddle — anything which
will cast back to him that marvelous reflection His great

strength was at once recognised and rewarded by being

assigned to carry and control the squad's BAB (Browning
Automatic Rifle). He takes the assignment as a Just

reward for his muscular prowess, and unlike most EAR
men, doesn't even want anyone else to relieve him of his

favorite weapon on a long march And he is good with it

— solving the usual problem of how to keep an adequate
ammunition supply by carrying more than twice the

usual quota in special bandoliers he has devised- While
rather slow in both body and mind\ he is a dependable
rock around which to build a base of fire at any time.

Sergeant Padooka has learned to make him the first man
into line, knowing he will .surely stay there aa long as told

to. and then will be the last man out.

PJT.C. AliOYSIUS
"OUNNEE"
is an Irishman from the Bronx
whose greatest pleasure is

getting into a drunken brawl in

any convenient bar, saloon, or
p X Of medium height and build,

with the cwly-brown-haired,
square-jawed, masculine good
looks that drive girls of every
nationality wild with desire (at

least to hear him tell it), he is
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indeed a good man In a scrap. He la a tough-talking big-

mouth who enjoys flighting almost as much as he does
talking about it. Not especially strong or fast, he is

nevertheless hard and tough. Though a good marksman
with a rule, hie great joy is to get behind a 30-caliber
machine gun with a good field of fire in front of him.
Perhaps he feels that a fast talker ought to be able to

shoot that much faster than an ordinary rifleman. He
learned the skill while in a weapons platoon, from which
he was transferred by an angry platoon leader after an
especially noisy and damaging drunken brawl at the main
post P.XL Given a mere rifle upon his transfer, he handles
that weapon well, but looks upon it as not quite equal to
his real talents, and on more than one occasion has
walked off with a 30-caliber light machine gun for which
the gunners had become casualties (and in one ease, to
the consternation of his commanding officer, with one
which he had agreed to man for a few minutes for a
couple of thirsty gunners, who when they returned found
both Garrity and their machine gun had disappeared). In
most other respects, "Gunner" Garrity is an average
soldier, somewhat low on discipline and high on talking
tough and brawling — but when it comes to marksman-
ship, he is recognized as among the very best in the outfit.

/" Jj \\ PJ-C. LEE CHENG is, to

A \ the squad, truly the "Inscrutable

I jgg/ tThinese,'
1

All they know about

fj^^^Bm^HflKV I turn are really two things: he
comes from San Francisco, and
he is an expert in anything
which can be made to explode,

TJJT, dynamite, nitroglycerin,

even plastics are as familiar to

him as the specially made army
shoes he puts on every morning
(bis feet are so small the supply

sergeant couldn't find a regulation Issue anywhere near
his size). For he Is small In every respect — with a small,
delicately shaped head, "bean-sprout" arms hand legs, a
waist not much bigger, and fingers that remind one of
tain, strong wires. And those fingers can manipulate
detonating wires like the fingers of a magician. He says
little, his eyes show little emotion, and when he Is

working with one of his favorite explosives his entire face
and txxjy become the epitome of intense concentration-
Hot at all strong (except for those fingers), slender as a
reed, he nevertheless will happily undertake to defuse a
strange new type of German mine while all those around
him are cringing and having to restrain themselves from
running in panic. But to Lee Cheng it will be just another
interesting new problem. His fellow squad members talk
vaguely and suspiciously of his probable background In
"tong wars" or the ""Chinese Mafia," Actually, he is the son
of a grocery store owner — he had a routine schooling in
San Francisco and worked after school in his lather's

grocery store. Hie interest In explosives came from is own
library research after an exciting Chinese New Year's
celebration. Then after graduation from high school, he
worked a few months for a mining company, during
which time he went from apprentice to expert in
explosives in about two months. The army is to him
merely another wonderful opportunity to work with his
favorite playthings. An indifferent marksman, and with
an arm which can lob a hand grenade hardly Far enough
for his own safety, hie knowledge about and skill with
explosives make him one of the most valuable and
dependable men in the squad.

PJF*C* CHARLES
"CHIEF" LAWSOIT, born
and living his first few forma-
tive years in the desert
Southwest, Learned at an early
age to move with the stealth of
his Apache ancestors, most of
whom had died fighting the
intruding white man. Living on
the reservation he had heard
the stories of past glories and
bravery, usually coming to a

tragic end There he had learned to run like the desert
Jackrabbit, to exist on the apparently barren desert for
days at a time by himself, to find his way by the stars, to

surround himself with the subtly bittersweet pleasure of
his own loneliness.

It was a traumatic experience when his father
decided, while his son was in his twelfth year, to take his
family to Los Angeles What followed was an oft-repeated
story: his father, finding work only with great difi^culty,

and then liking it less and less, turned to his few Indian
friends for extended drinking bouts, until he was finally

killed by a speeding auto while lying beside a highway.
The son did his best to help his suj-viving mother and the
three other children, attending school as i^uired, but
living most of the time in the desert loneliness which he
kept always in his head and longed to return to.

With the war came a chance at least to leave his
squalid surroundings. He volunteered and found hiking all

day, carrying a full-field pack and rifle, then sleeping on
muddy ground in the rain, no trial at ali This was a life In
some ways closer to the life he had yearned for. Quiet,

ever observant, moving like the breath of a subtle breeze,
he was immediatery recognized as the best "scout" in his
entire outfit. One of the original members of the squad, he
has always served as its scout, even though those who
came to know him realized he had the intelligence and
Judgment to move to a leadership position. He simply
wasn't interested in that, He was born to scout, to lead the
way, making each day's mission a new challenge, a new
opportunity to prove himself worthy to those ancient
warriors ofwhom he had heard all the wonderful and
tragic tales told by the old men, while the quiet noises of
the desert night played a soft requiem to the recurrent
bravery, the stubborn refusal to be conquered, and the
final tragedy.

PRIVATE WALTER
"DOC" WHEELQCX is

tall, gangling, clumsy, and near-
sighted He wears steel-rlmmed
glasses which are always droop-

ing low on his long nose, giving
him a solemn and scholarly
appearance. A relative newcomer
to the squad, he is still regarded

- sKL
some uncertainty by many

of his fellow squad members.
\m&^£ItFf nF+^M Fipat of ail, he takes little

Interest in "rest and recreation" hell-raising, being much
happier spending his spare moments writing daily
lengthy letters home to his wife, who lives with their

newborn child in a small town in Oregon A bookkeeper in
civilian life, he has the harassed look of a man always
trying to straighten out the accounts of careless or
dishonest clients. While his marksmanship is such that



his fallow soldiers swear there's as much chance hell hit

them ae the enemy, and he himself avoids the need to hurl

a hand grenade except in a desperate situation, he Is

probably not very much below the average of the squad in

either of these aMQs. It just seems to them all that he Is

because of hie gawky appearance, his nervous and fussy

manner, and perhaps most of all because, when not
writing letters home to his wife, he likes to read books —
paperbound armed forces editions which he carries

around in place of extra rations or ammunition. So wrapt
up In his reading does he become that, on at least one
occasion when the squad had to pull out quietly and leave

a position to the enemy to occupy, everyone else was a

half-mile away before they realized
J

*Doc" Wheelock was
not among them Sergeant Buck Fadooka hurried hack and
found him in time — seated contentedly in the bottom of

his fox-hole, reading War and Peace . Yet, apart from his

tendency to lose himself in book reading or letter-writing,

he is perhaps the one member of the squad who can be
most trusted to carry out detailed tasks, however petty,

without fail Devoid of either cowardice or desire to be a
hero, he fights the war as if he were stUt keeping books.

him for the draft Even then his mother decided to let him
go only when she saw it was the army or jail, and she
feared the effects of the latter more than the former. Her
fears that he would be unable to bear up under the
horribly violent and sinful ways of the army were hardly
borne out His size protected him from the hazing such an
Innocent and gentle youth might ordinarily have had to

undergo — and when he had joined the squad with whom
he would see combat, it seemed impossible for any of them
lo dislike such an unthreatening, completiy friendly,

helpful giant of an overgrown hoy. Slow-moving from
habit, his strength enormous, his only problem is hie

difficulty in drawing a bead on a human being and pulling

the trigger. He can do it when the lives of his friends are
endangered — but it is never any pleasure to him. Once
when Gunner Garrlty, in a moment of rage, seemed about
to shoot a prisoner, "Big 01

1 " Hoss had taken the
Irishman's rifle from hlrn, slammed the butt against a
tree until it had splintered to matchwood, and then told

him sternly he must never even think of doing such a
thing again. Characteristlcany, ten minutes later the big
Tnnn was scurrying about helping Garrity find another
rifle butt with which to fix his rifle.

PRIVATE BEN
11BIG OL*" HOBS is not

only the biggest man In the

squad, but probably in the whole
division as well. He towers over

them all, though he ifl the most
quiet-spoken and genUeet-
mannered Born and raised deep
back In the hill country of

Tbnnessee, he was brought up by
a mother who had a deep hatred
for the brutalizing effects of a

life devoted to moonshine, hunting, and "manly
11

violence.

She had given over the rest of her children to her
husband, who personified all that she hated. But her
^aby," Benjie, she kept to herself, fiercely fighting off

every threatening, brutalizing influencse. Baby Benjie was
happy to grow as she wished, and even as he grew tall

and hard-muscled, his face maintained its soft, gentle,

wondering expression While others hunted and killed the

animals of the forest, he would be mending the broken
wings of birds, nursing back to health whatever wounded
deer, coons, or chipmunks he chanced upon. Towering
over his fellows, without an ounce of fat on his large

frame, he seemed to realize aa instinctively as the

elephant that he must tread with care among smaller,,

more fragile creatures. He has never had a fight In his

life, The one drunk who dared to attempt to start ona with
such a huge young man was not even hit back; little

Benjie simply held him off while the man swung his arms
fhtllely until he seemed to Ore of the useless effort, then
gently picked him up and carried him outside to sit him
down carehilly In the shallows of a cold creek so he could

"cool off a little" before getting himself hurt.

As the boy became a youth and then a young man, his

one contact with the ' outer world" was listening to Grand
Ole Opry on the third-hand radio father had brought home
from a trip to the city His greatest pleasure was listening

to and imitating, in a pleasantly nasal voice, the Siting
of Boy Acuff, his ldoL

News of the war penetrated slowly into his

neighborhood, but he never would have enlisted against

his mother's will So "they" finally had to come and get

PRIVATE MAHOOT
"R00M0OT"
Hj&ROOTIAIV is as volatile

as dry ice on a snmrner day, as

unstable as nitroglycerine being
transported ona bumpy road, A
head of shaggy black hair Is

firmly planted above his broad,

heavily smiling or equally

heavuy scowling face. His square
and stocky build is misleading,

for he was an all-conference

fullback in high school — one who ran with instantly

accelerated speed and shattering power. He is clearly the

noisiest soldier in the squad — whether laughing his loud,

ear-shattering bellow, or shouting angrily at anyone or

anything that has aroused his ire. On the march, every
branch in his face is blasted with horrible imprecations,

every rock or obstacle in his path becomes a subject for

fearsome and often original oursea In a physical fight he
can be awesome, and his aim and range with a hand
grenade are among the best in the squad But when it

comes to marksmanship, he is too impatient to aim with
care and squeeze slowly, Consequentlyt on the firing range
he saw little except "Maggie s drawers'1 — the red flag

indicating he'd not only missed the bull's eye, but the

entire target m well So t in his combat career, he managed
to trade his Ml rule for a Thompson sub-machine gun,

with which he does much better. For with this he doesn't

need to aim and squeeze carefully; he just points and
sprays — usually with deadly effect, If the range la close

enough. Where speed, power, and energy are Important, he
Is the man for the Job; where calm Judgment, or patience

is required, he takes his place at the rear of the line. Of
these facts everyone — especially Sergeant Buck Padooka
— is aware, 80 hie talents are rarely wasted, and his

weaknesses seldom allowed to surface. Noisy, griping,

ridiculing, tailing foul jokes or Implausible tall stories, he
talks more than anyone else in the squad — and usually,

even in his angry moments, leaves them all entertained

and entranced by the forceful expression of his every mood



"DIM-WIT" DUMKE is a
puzzle, a trial, and a joy to all

other members of the squad. A
short, solidly built soldier with
an unfailing good nature and a
perpetual broad grin on his
boyish face, he looks at the
world through brightly Innocent
blue eyes beneath a shock of
curly black hair. He is a puzzle
because they all claim they don't

understand how he could have passed the intelligence

examination to get into the army in the first place.

Gunner Garrity s theory is that some clerk, typing out
Dumke 1

s IQ score on his personnel record, figured
nobody could have one that low and somebody must have
left off the first digit, so he helpfully added a " 1 " in front of
the two numbers he was copying. This addition of a
hundred points, Gunner asserts, would bring Dumke up a
few bare points above average. Root-toot Marootian,
however, argues that a doctor, looking with an instrument
into one ear, saw nothing except light coming in from the
other ear. and the sight so unnerved htm that Dumke
had been passed along and sworn into the army before the
medic came out of his state of shock:

Although these may be exaggerations, "Dim-Wit" is

something of a trial to the squad because, if left to himself;

he tends to get into trouble. It isn't so much that he's as
dim-witted as they c3aim; it's Just that he's both very naive
and curious — and apparently without an ounce of fear in
his entire body. He's always without money because
somebody's always cheating him out of his pay almost
before he's collected it Back in Darracks life he could

always be tricked into being available for week-end K,P, so
his 'Wends" could get away on pass, In combat he always
beys orders and never runs, no matter how rough or
hopeless the action becomes, But he is not one to handle
sudden decisions or changes of plans. And his curiosity is

as insatiable as a young puppy's. Once the squad was
halted outside a small village, with the enemy stopped Just
outside the other end and shelling it with artillery and
tank Are. While everyone else was pinned to his hastily

dug fox-hole, Dumke had gone down into the town and
ferreted though all the houses, looking for interesting

souvenirs. The squad thought they had lost him when the
Germans counterattacked and swept back into the village.

But shortly after, Dumke had come crawling out ahead of

the advancing Germans, bearing proudly a family photo
album, two golf clubs, the "X-Y-Z" volume of an
encyclopedia, and somebody's stamp collection.

Despite all these facts, he is still a joy to everyone in

the squad for the simple reason that nothing, absolutely

nothing, can diminish his good nature, erase the broad
grin from his face, or convince him that people are
anything but very nice and friendly. Ten seconds after

being conned out of his month's pay he can be laughing
loudest at the jokes of the con-artist himself. When made
the butt of a joke — as he constantly is — he seems to

enjoy it as much as anyone. There is something within
him which makes insecurity an Impossible state for him
to achieve, so he is never worried about proving himself
equal or superior to anyone else Therefore he can even
enjoy laughing at himself. Thus it is that everyone likes,

perhaps even loves, the stolid little fellow, and they're

always looking out for him, even as they ridicule him. For
his part, they are all his ''friends,'

1

and if any one of them
is ever in trouble, he is the first one to rush to his aid,

without the slightest pause to figure the odds.

WBHRMACHT SOLDIER DOSSIERS

FEIiDWEBEL
(Sergeant) KURT
REICH was a 16-year-old

private in the trenches at the
close of World War L How he is

back in the ranks of a new
German army, this time as a
veteran non-commissioned
officer of infantry, A man of
better than average intelligence,

possessed of a more-than-forty-
year-old body in much better

condition than most of those twenty years younger, and
with an Iron will demanding tight discipline from himself
and everyone under him, he is less a product of the Hitler
school of soldier than of the old Wehrmacht He looks

with jaundiced eye on much of the political propaganda he
hears fed to the army and the people back home. He has
been through too much, seen too many hard; cold truths
to ever be misled by the outpourings of a Goebbels. He has
a certain contempt for those "pure" Germans of the Nazi
party, for their excesses of zeei in dealing with their
political enemies. But he knows many of them make
excellent soldiers — at least insofar as being able to face

danger and perform a difficult task is concerned. So he
takes them as they come, and he uses them to carry out
the missions given him What he feels about them is of

no matter.

He saw Germany torn to pieces after the first world
war by economic disasters, saw a frightened people finally

turn In panic to a Fuhrer who did not hesitate to use the
power given him. Kurt Reich, during this time, worked
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hard every day as a forester, drank his beer at night, took
his own simple pleasures as be could, and drifted down
the years. Something of himself had been left back there

in the trenches with his sixteenth year. Marriage and a
family were not for him — It was as If he were waiting
patiently for the world which he once knew to come again
and make all the current concerns of his countrymen no
longer important

He could see it coming, and he joined the Wehrmacht
before It was overrun by the hell-Hitler types. His values
were of a different type than theirs, but lie knew they
would all have to exist together in the same army. So he
insisted only that they follow his orders, that they save
their political nonsense for their off-duty hours. When
he ran a squad, by God it ran by the rules of the old
German army.

And so he had gone through all the campaigns of East
and West* being wounded on three separate occasions, yet
always returning to duty, thougn with a different outfit

each time. No matter — given a squad, he soon had It

shaped up to do its duty. He didn't think beyond the next
day's attack. Most of the rest was all talk anyway What it

came down to
s
after all the fine speeches, was that an

infantryman would have to go in and get his butt shot of£

and then you'd still be about where you were before.

Well, let them harangue as they would — he did hisjob
and he didn't shoot prisoners. He knew then the army got
the hell beat out of it — in Stalingrad, and in North Africa,

He had known the victories also. Poland, France, those
first weeks in Russia, Only lately it was few victories, and
many defeats. Well, that was not his problem He would
lead his squad, carry out his orders. And when someone
would turn on a radio to hear the latest from Heir
Goebbela, or maybe even the Fuhrer himself, he person-
ally would take a walk The air was cleaner out in
the open.

UNTEROFFIZIER
(Corporal) WOLFGANG
"ACHTUCTG!
ACHTUWG!"
KliEIWDORP is a portly

little man of exaggerated military

bearlng t whose main purpose In
life is to live up to the prestige

and honor he feels are implicit

in his designation as '"unter-

offl rter" He is the slightly

smaller mirror image of his
father, a pompous and pretentious burgomaster of a small
village Just barely large enough to have one, WoUfgang has
grown up standing at attention or stiffly parading
alongside his father, in whatever celebration or holiday
could be used as an excuse for such behavior. They had
made quite a sight together, the grown man and his son,

both with tight little bellies proudly thrust out, standing
side by side with nags draped around them and the
cltl2ens of the village looking up to them with appropriate
awe. With such a background during hie youth, It was
Inevitable that little Wolfgang, when he was of age (he
seemed to go suddenly from boyhood to middle-age)
should offer his services to the military establishment of
the Fatherland.

As a soldier he was impressive for hie attention to

discipline, his care for his appearance in parades and
reviews, and his eagerness to carry out every order
scrupulously and rigidly. There was something very

pleasant to him in standing before a group of soldiers,

thrusting back his shouldsrs (which would make his firm

little belly protrude) and shouting in staccato voice:

"Achtungl Achtung!"
1

So, Inevitably also, he was made an.

unterofnaier.

To his superiors he is a dependable quality who can
be trusted completely to do what he Is told. But they are

wise enough not to raise him above the rank he holds —
thinking on matters beyond a satisfyingly barked out

"Achtung! Anhtung!" Is clearly not in his area of strength,

lb the men in the squad he is a bit of a joks, and when
they speak to each other of him, he is always referred to

as "Old Achtungl Achtung!" Mercifully for himself
Wolfgang Kleindorf is not possessed of sufficient

sensitivity to recognize ridicule when he sees or hears it,

and so he is quite content to be where he Is — a "leader"

in the grand military efforts of the Fatherland.

BERGEFKEITER
CP.'.CO OSKAR
ZIMMBR is a tall. weD-built,

proud man who joined the

Hitler Youth movement early
and found there a natural home
for all his national and personal
arrogance. Physically strong, he
was among the leaders in

terrorizing Jews and Com-
munists before the war. With
the war came his chance to put

all the assumptions about his own and German racial

superiority to work in earnest His experiences in

overrunning first Poland and then France quickly

connrmed him In all his political and racial beliefs. Truly,

the Fuhrer had been right: these Inferior peoples needed a
German state to organise them and keep them within a
firm Order

Horth Africa seemed added confirmation. After the

Italians had been badly routed by the British, Zlmmer was
one of those sent there under Rommel, and the triumphal
passage to El Alamein seemed final testimony to the

German soldier's ability to conquer anyone, anywhere,
regardless of the superiority in numbers or equipment

Then came the British attack under Montgomery. As
the German positions bugan to collapse. Qsk&? Zlmmer
only fought harder. He beUeveo\ like the Fuhrer, that all

that was needed was stronger effort and all would yet be
well. A shell from a British tank ended his efforts on that

front Sent home for a long recovery from his serious
wound, he was finally returned to duly with an ordinary
Wehrmacht division He serves there now, with his

arrogant pride undiminished, having little contact with
his fellow soldiers, no longer certain of his understanding
of events — of defeats hi the East before hordes of inferior

Russians, of failure in the West to drive the mongrel
Americans back into the sea. He glowers inwardly,

knowing something Is badly wrong with the world, but
never once questioning his cherished concepts of his own
and German superiority. His contempt for the enemy Is

revealed in the callousness with which he kills, regardless

of circumstances. That contempt has now extended until

he feels much the same toward most of the members of

his own squad, who seem to have lost that fiery

commitment which sent him and his earlier comrades,
most of them now long dead, crashing over the European
borders, creating havoc and terror among the inferior

nations. A rifle is no longer enough for him to express his

contempt, so be has taken a machine pistol as his fitting

IK



installment of destruction. With it he will expose himself
recklessly to kill the enemy, to mow down even those
trying to surrender to him, and, on one occasion, to spray
oontemptuoue bullets Into one of the members of his own
squad who was trying to surrender to the Americans.
Marksmanship Is not his concern; he lives with an
inward simmering cauldron of arrogance and hatred, and
a hidden despair he canuot begin to admit, even
to himself.

0BERGEFR1JITER
CP-TXJ ERICH
ALLBELECHT ls a scholar.

He graduated from the University
with a major in history, a
subject for which he has always
had a passion. He has taken
seriously the ideal of history
scholarship as a search for

objective truth, regardless of

present political pressures.
Unfortunately, he graduated Just

in time to find Hitler extending his influence and control
even into the universities. Consequently, he has never
worked as a professor. Instead, he eked out a livelihood as
a librarian while he worked on his favorite subject
European diplomacy during the Napoleonic warn Since he
has never published, he has been bothered very little by
authorities. His views are such, however, that if he had
ever made them public, he would have been lumped with
the Communists and the Jews by the Nazis.

Called into the army during the early days of the
Russian campaign, he has been content to do what waa
required of him, but not to make an effort for the
promotion which he obviously could have had if he had
wanted it Extremely intelligent, of at least average ability

In the physical skills of soldiering, he has only one
serious defect — lack of "patriotic feeling," He has chosen
a withdrawn attitude toward the war — he sees the faults
of his fellow soldiers too clearly to accept them as men to

establish a grand Slew Order for the Western World, but he
sees no reason to be noisy about his vsiws. Consequently
he has kept out of serious trouble, as hie service as a
soldier has been highly competent. But sometimes he
looks at "comrades" like Oskar Zimmer and wonders what
good the suffering of the war can possibly lead to.

OBERGEEREITER
CRF.G.) LUDWXG
"LOVER" SCHNEIDER
is the blond, blue-eyed, handsome
Aryan eulogized by the Nazi
party. But he is a bit of a dandy
about his appearance in
uniform^ and he is more
interested in frauleins than
fuhrers. An average soldier in
most respects, he is much more
impressive In parades than in

the heat of battle. He has a girl waiting for him In
Munich, another in Nuremburg

h
and another In Cologne.

He also has a French girl in Paris, and another from his
tour of duty on the Normandy coast. He has been known
to interrupt patrol duty to seduce a girl who happened to
be in the area ("targets of opportunity," be calls them).

Generally; the war to Ludwig is a horrible Inconvenience,

and be would prefer to be in the rear area — or out of it

completely, if he didn't have his military appearance to

keep up.

CEF.CO BRICK
BRAUN lived for many years
in the Sudetenland when it was
part of Czechoslovakia As a
German, he prayed for the day
when hie homeland'

1

would be
returned to its "'rightful

11

owner,
and he was overjoyed when
Hitler bluffed and threatened
and blustered the Western
powers until it was given back

to Germany Erick Braun, a big, tough factory worker,
immediatelyJoined with the conquering Germans to put
the Sudetenland firmly under the German control. If

someone had to be beaten up, Erick Braun was the man
for the Job. And he saw that all those with "pure German
parentage" took a properly superior attitude toward their

former countrymen.
When the Germans began to build their army for the

overrunning of Poland and France, he eagerly joined the

ranks, and he has been a solid, not-too-fast-witted, depend-
able soldier in the ranks ever since. His strong, powerfully
built, factory-worker's body Is always at Its best with a
hard physical challenge to overcome. And he has soldiered

long enough to be a trustworthy man in a difficult

situation — he will know how to respond to emergencies,
unless they are highly complex and unique ones. Perhaps
because he ls a mediocre marksman, however, he prefers
to use a rnachine pistol as his weapon when one is

available to him. He has served, in Russia, briefly in Forth
Africa, and on the Western front He is one of the most
experienced and able soldiers — so long as nothing highly
unusual or unprecedented occurs.

OBERGEFREITER
CR FX.) haws
QRITBER was for three
glorious months a member of

the Luftwaffe He flew bombing
raids during the days when
there were plenty of bombing
planes and little opposition

from either fighter planes or
anti-aircraft, Then the glorious

months ended, the long war
with Russia began, his plane

was shot down, and It was decided there was a greater
need for infantrymen than for Luftwaffe, So ha was
transferred to a division on the Russian front, where he
swallowed his disappointment and did his best to perform
well. A good marksman, a former track star in the one
thousand meter race, and possessed of a strong sense of

discipline, he is felt by his superiors to be the kind of

model soldier the Fuhrer wants for his armies. So Hans
slogs along, forgetting his moments of glory in the
Luftwaffe, fulfulmg all the demands made on ivitn The one
skill which he learned in the Luftwaffe (and which etui

has some use in his present position}, his ability to fire a

IS



machine gun, can be tapped when necessary, and only
then does he nave, for a few moments at a time, that
feeling of soaring power which reminds him of his
glorious days aloft.

GEFREITER (Private)
KLAUS MXTLLER, a big
strapping farmer from Bavaria,
was kept out of the war for
some time because it was felt

his overgrown body and slow
wit would be of more use to the
country If left on title f&rm This
decision was not especially

pleasing to him, for lie had felt

all the patriotic urges that had
run through the nation since

the war had started. A military band would make him
visualize himself doing great deeds of valor on a foreign
Held — and then corning home to bask in the approving
glow of the buxom and (to him, at least) beautiful
Mariene Blttendorf, who worked on a nearby farm and
had not completely turned aside hie advances. He tried to

read about the war in the papers and magazines, but
mostly he looked at the pictures and imagined how it

would be if he were there.

Then, as the casualties in Russia began to Increase, he
was finally called up. Sensing that his slow-moving mind
did not belong at the controls of an ME109 or a Mark V
tank, he was quite content to be sent to an infantry
division His first battle experience was in Russia, where
most of his dreams of the glory of war were lost in the
snow, the cold, and the general butchering that seemed to
go on and on. At first he couldn't feel the approved sense
of superiority and anger toward the Russians he saw.
They struck him as very much like himself — probably
many of them were also farmers who, like himself, had to

leave the more glamorous positions for those with
nimbler minds.

Then he was wounded and sent home to recover.
There he found his beloved Marlene had run off with a
furloughed pilot from the Luftwaffe, Upon recovery he
returned diildrully but glumly to his division, now
transferred to the Western Front He performs his duties
to the best of his abilities — the strength of his body
making up for his lack of nhnbleness in both body and
mind. But the war no longer has wonderful possibilities

for Klaus — he would like merely to go back to his farm,
to his Marlene, And then he remembers that there is no
Marlene any mors, at least for hlni, and he carries out his
orders and tries to keep his mind from ttLLnklng beyond
the tasks and the dangers of one day at a time.

GEFREITER (Private)
DIETER DUSEL, whose
name translates literally as
^dunoe," Is the clown of the
outfit An expert marksman
with a ride, possessed of a good
throwing arm for the potato
masher grenade, Dieter would
rather clown around and make
everyone laugh than fight The
one most likely to be AWOL, or
to turn up drunk for an

important review, he fights well when he has to — but
tries to arrange it so that he fights as little as possible. He
prefers schnapps to patriotic speeches, women to politics,

and goofing off to any duty whatsoever. Despite his
'dunce"

1

name, he is actually quite intelligent, and three
times has been promoted to Unteroffizier — only to be
broken three times for his happy-go-lucky attitude toward
his duties He prefers to remain a mere gefreiter (private),
a rank in which his impersonations of Herr Hitler are
less likely to get him into trouble.

GtEFREITER (Private)
MAX WAGNER is a small
man with little in his appear-
ance to impress anyone All his
life he has been the object of

unpleasant treatment by bullies

and show-offa Hie very appear-
ance reminds one of a frightened
rabbit. Despite his lack of

physical strength and his
diminutive size, he is always
ready to do his duly — though

he would be much happier to be allowed to go home to his
two loves: his work as an automobile mechanic and his
hobby — listening to grand opera and playing its arias on
his accordian Before the war he had loved nothing more
than trouble-shooting a complex mechanical defect in a
Volkswagen while listening to an opera on his
phonograph. As a rifleman in an infantry division there is

little time for either of these personal Joys, The closest he
can come to satisfaction In his army environment —
which he has submitted to for years — is working on a
Job involving the use of explosives. In this area he has
become something of an expert He also finds satisfaction

in playing remembered operatic arias on the little squeeze
box of an accordian which he has always managed to

carry with him — from Paris to Stalingrad and back. The
war to htm is simply a state he feels he can do nothing
about and when forced to listen to a ramo-broadcast
harangue from the Fatherland's Fuhrer, his mind is busy
singing beautiful, tragic arias to himself.
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SQUAD CARD
ORDER SUMMARY CHART

MOVEMENT ORDERS
COSTS

Variable Order Code Time Energy

X Regular R MormaJ formal

Muvem«nl nrdnrs of form:
Irreg. 1 2, x Normal 2 x Normal

M vd rim d
Diagonal

Xun-dki^.

2.4.K.H

1.3.5,7

v 2 x Normal y - x Normal

Normal Normal
M - Movement order

x- lypn ol move
SCatl U 10 1

d - Direction of move Walk VV 20 /Sq, 1/Sq,

ti - Number af squares to move (0-H) Run K 10/ Sq, 3/Sq.

m Movement mode Crawl C 30/ Sq. 22 /Sq.

(Section 3) m Dodge D 15 /Sq. 15/Sq.

\H.4t ! Hirik L 25 /Sq. 1. Sq.

Fall down F m i

Stand up S 20 3

Sneaking Sneaking Begin

Sneaking End

sn

SE

1 1

] 1

Waiting (s.m Wail WAtt tr

PREPARATION COSTS
Jl'.r

Ml

DROP COSTS
{Section 7>

iAPOIVS OI

GET COSTS

IDERS

LOAD COSTS
FIRE SINGLE
IUIKS I COSTS

FIRE OJV
AREA COSTS

v.: r

(Jnfar Time Lnrrtfi Ortl(»r 'lime 1
1 in-r^i Order Tinir Knvrjfy Clrtlrr Time Lnf*rj£t- Ordrr Timer Krmrgy (Jrcler TtntC Knerfty

Rifle

Autorifle

Maeh Gun

PR M 1

r'A is i

PM 40 l

UH 1.1 1

DA 15 t

DM |U 1

GR 20 1

GA 2i> I

GM 40 2

LR 25 1

u\ aft 1

LM 50 2

FSxxyy 2Jj .1

FSxxyy 12 3

FSxxyy fi 3

1 Applt t| MX

F-Vfipll It 311

FApptl it :m

Knife

Bayonet

Garotte

PK in |

PB 10 1

PG 10 1

UK JO 1

DG 10 1

GK is 1

ur. ft i

HAIVD-TO-HANO COMHAT CC

tlrdvr Time Off*

>STS ti&M

Uncrtfy

Hand-lo-hand in

same square

Jump lo

adjacent square

UK 15 20 10

HJtl II 311

Pfcstlc

Fx plosives

Frag.

Grenade

PP 20 1

PF 20 1

DP 10 l

Oft 10 I

GP 15 l

GF t£ 1

EXPLOSIVE
ri2.G

Plastic Explosive

Frag, Grenade

5 USE COSTS
6 12 -f

Orrlm TiniH Knitrgy

EPUt 50 3

Fl 'xxyy 20 5d a
d = d ism n et* of

Hi lei in squiiE'i-s

XL - IJsi current orders for a soldier

XO T t > i-ni I writing orders for a soldier
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MAP KEY
Windows

Building interior
(color)

Wall

Doors

Rubble

Hedge and/or
Fence

Statue

TERRAIN CHART
TERRAIN
TYPh

MAP
ki-:v

VISIBILITY

MOVEMENT COST
MULTIPLIERS

TIME ENERGY

Wall

Window

Q%

25%

Impassable

> 3

Statue

[ Jnor

"a 0%

50%

Impassable

2 L

Hedge 50% 4 3

Rubble fiO* 2 2

Bidg
hilerio]-

80% 1.5 1

'

I hr rrui|» \ <n\ srr nn yum minpuler semen \\ its rlViited ivilh Ihr .liil <]f

Da r it'll AldHch k Higher Text program.

The energy and Lime costs expended to cross a terrain feature

is calculated hy multiplying the movement mode costs by the

terrain cost multipliers Kssintfifa 1: To run through a door costs

20 (10 - 21 time points and 3 (3 - It energy paints. Example 2: To
dodge through a window into a rubble square costs U50 *1S • $ > Zt

time points and 90 f 15 * 3 - 21 energy points.

UN IK in A. FACTORY COMPLEX
u\ 20 Al. Main Shop
16 18 12 "lool crib, Supervisor's office

tti 13 A3. Misc., work shop

25 14 A4 Warehouse
23 23 A5. Office

28 16 A6 Scrap and junk

27 21 A7.

a
Haw materials and other useable junk

FARM COMPLEX
41 13 Bl Barn

45 2)0 B2 Small personal crops

35 16 B3. harm house

3« 16 H4 (Jul house
4.=5 16 1^

c.

TcjoI shed work house

BITS DEPOT COMPLEX
26 35 CI. Passenger wailing boarding area

25 C2 Garage Shop
28 z.s C3.

D*

Tool shed Machine shop

M 1SCELLAJVEOUS
36 22 Dl School

45 30 D2. Hotel Rooming house

36 32 D3. Small shops

15 31 [XI Crummy complex of proletarian house
i i . e . , wo rke rs' homes)

43 43 D5. Church

COLl M\ HOW
M a COVEBNMENT Bl 1IJ)I\G

MORE MISCELLANEOUS
30 43 PL Statue

19 44 F2. More small shops

21 45 F3. Small cafe

13 46 v\ Light industries and shops

46 55 F5. Upper class bourgeois home
45 58 R-i Servants', Gardener's home
45 62 ¥7. Garage

41 55 F8. Mayor's home
42 60 F9, Servants' quarters

40 62 no. Garage

30 62 F11. Middle class homes
IS 62 ri2. More middle class homes
21 56 H3. Gas station garage
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